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ABSTRACT 

 

Drylands are defined as tropical and temperate areas with a ratio of precipitation to 

potential evapotranspiration of less than 0.65. They cover 40% of the Earth's surface and they are 

home to one-third of the world’s population. Water Stress is by definition characteristic of dryland 

systems and only 8% of global renewable water supply is in dryland regions while 2 billion people 

live there. This dissertation consists of four studies that address water stress in these complex areas. 

All span multiple components of the water stress in drylands on site, regional, and global scales. 

In the first study, we studied water stress impacts on dust storms severity and 

predictability in drylands utilizing the relation between drought events in Iraq and dust storms in 

Southwest Iran (SWI) between 2003 and 2018. Dust storms are common meteorological events in 

arid and semi-arid regions, particularly in SWI. The Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated 

Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model showed central and southern Iraq are the main dust sources for SWI. 

Mean annual aerosol optical depth (AOD) analysis demonstrated 2008 and 2009 were the dustiest 

years since 2003 and there is an increased frequency of summertime extreme dust events in the 

years 2008 and 2009. The Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) revealed 

drought in Iraq significantly affects dust storms in Iran. Similarly, dramatic desiccation of Iraq 

wetlands has contributed to increasing fall dust events in SWI. AOD in SWI was highly correlated 

(−0.76) with previous-month vapor pressure deficit (VPD) over Iraq, demonstrating the potential 

of VPD for dust event forecasting.  

In the second study, we focused on global evapotranspiration products as an index of 

water stress. Evapotranspiration (ET) is one of the main components of water and energy balance. 

In this study, we compared two ET products, suitable for regional analysis at high spatial 
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resolution: The recent WaPOR product developed by the Food and Agriculture Organization and 

METRIC algorithm. WaPOR is based on ETLook, which is a two-source model and relies on 

microwave images. WaPOR is unique as it has no limitation under cloudy days, but METRIC is 

limited by clouds. METRIC and WaPOR are more sensitive to land surface temperature and soil 

moisture, respectively. We showed that in most regions, ET from METRIC is higher than WaPOR 

and the deference has an ascending trend with the elevation. The ET of lysimeter station was fairly 

consistent with METRIC based on a single observation. Our analysis using NDVI and land cover 

suggested the histogram of ET from WaPOR might be more realistic than METRIC, but not its 

amount. The fraction of ET to precipitation in rainfed agriculture areas showed WaPOR is more 

accurate than METRIC, mainly because in the absence of other water resources such as 

groundwater annual ET cannot exceed annual precipitation. In contrast, METRIC produced a more 

realistic estimate than WaPOR over irrigated farms. The results suggested the two products can 

complement each other and making a product which use METRIC in low-elevation and WaPOR 

in high-elevation areas would be helpful. 

In the third study, we studied the global evapotranspiration trends as a proxy of vegetation 

water stress. Irrigated croplands require large annual water inputs and are critical to global food 

production. Actual evapotranspiration (AET) is the main index of water use in croplands, and 

several remote-sensing products have been developed to quantify AET at a global scale. In this 

study, we estimate global trends in actual AET, potential ET (PET), and precipitation rate (PP) 

utilizing the MODIS Evapotranspiration product (2001–2018) within the Google Earth Engine 

cloud-computing environment. We then introduced a new index based on a combination of AET, 

PET, and PP estimates—the evapotranspiration warning index (ETWI)—which we use to evaluate 

the sustainability of observed AET trends. We show that while AET has not considerably changed 
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across global natural lands, it has significantly increased across global croplands (+14% _ 5%). 

The average ETWI for global croplands is -0.40 ± 0.25, which is largely driven by an extreme 

trend in AET, exceeding both PET and PP trends. Furthermore, the trends in water and energy 

limited areas demonstrate, on a global scale, while AET and PET do not have significant trends in 

both water and energy limited areas, the increasing trend of PP in energy-limited areas is more 

than water-limited areas. Averaging cropland ETWI trends at the country level further revealed 

nonsustainable trends in cropland water consumption in Thailand, Brazil, and China. These regions 

were also found to experiencing some of the largest increases in net primary production (NPP) and 

solar-induced fluorescence (SIF), suggesting that recent increases in food production may be 

dependent on unsustainable water inputs. Globally, irrigated maize was found to be associated 

with nonsustainable AET trends relative to other crop types. We also presented an online open-

access application designed to enable near real-time monitoring and improve the understanding of 

global water consumption and availability.  

In the fourth study, we explored diurnal vegetation water stress using canopy temperature. 

Plant canopy temperature (Tc) is partly regulated by evaporation and transpiration from the canopy 

surface and can be used to infer changes in stomatal regulation and vegetation water stress. In this 

study, we used a thermal Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in conjunction with eddy covariance, 

sap flow, and spectral reflectance data to assess the diurnal characteristics of Tc and water stress 

status over a semiarid mixed conifer forest in Arizona, USA. Diurnal Tc dynamics were closely 

related to tree sap flow and changes in spectral reflectance associated with stomatal regulation. 

Consistent with previously reported deviations, we found that on average Tc was 1.8 °C lower than 

the above canopy air temperature (Ta). However, the relationship between Tc and Ta varied 

significantly according to tree density and tree height classes, with taller and denser trees 
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exhibiting relatively high |Tc-Ta| (2.4 and 2.1 °C cooler canopies, respectively) compared to shorter 

and less-dense tree stands (1.7 and 1.5 °C cooler canopies, respectively). We used these data to 

evaluate space-borne diurnal measurements of Tc and water stress from the ECOSTRESS mission. 

We found that ECOSTRESS observations of Tc accurately tracked seasonal shifts in diurnal 

surface temperatures and vegetation water stress, and that site-level observations of heterogeneity 

in forest composition and structure could be applied to separate the processes of canopy 

transpiration and soil evaporation within the ECOSTRESS footprint. This study demonstrates how 

proximal and satellite remote sensing approaches can be combined to reveal the diurnal and 

seasonally dynamic nature of Tc and water stress. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Effective navigation of climate change requires anticipation and planning for impacts in 

the most sensitive regions. Dryland ecosystems cover ~40% of Earth’s land and strongly influence 

the carbon and water cycle due to the inherent variability of water, their main limiting resource 

(Biederman et al., 2017). Climate changes in drylands include rising aridity, more intense, sporadic 

rainfall, and longer droughts (Smith et al. 2019, Dannenberg et al. 2019). The urgency of better 

understanding the impacts of these changes is heightened since drylands currently provide 

cropping, forage, and grazing resources in support of roughly 2 billion people as well as critical 

habitat for diverse organisms. Additionally, drylands have been identified as disproportionately 

important in regulating global trends and variability in atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Smith et 

al. 2019). However, our understanding of these ecosystems is limited because drylands: 1) are 

ecologically diverse, with multiple plant types and bare soil; 2) depend upon highly dynamic 

seasonal cycles of rainfall and drought; and 3) are under-studied relative to wetter regions 

(Biederman et al., 2017, Smith et al. 2019). 

Water Stress Impacts on Dust Storms Severity and Predictability in Drylands 

Dust storms occur in many parts of the world (Y. S. Chen et al., 2004; Creamean et al., 

2013; Hand et al., 2012; Ishimoto et al., 2016), but are more frequent over drylands that have 

experienced severe water stress issues (Furman, 2016; Khalidy et al., 2019). Large dust events 

often result in extensive damage to natural and human environments (Y. S. Chen et al., 2004; 

Jugder, 2011; Kirkland & Fierer, 1996; Middleton, 2017; X. Zhang et al., 2016). The occurrence 

of dust events is influenced by complex land-atmospheric interactions, mainly due to high wind 

speed, sparse or lack of vegetation cover, eroded land, and low humidity, among other influencing 
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factors (Csavina et al., 2014). Therefore, determining the land-atmospheric characteristics over 

dust-prone regions is an active area of research. 

Although the progress of dust emission is complex, considerable research has been 

devoted to predict dust storms using numerical models. Yuan et al. (2019) reported good progress 

in simulating the spatial-temporal evolution of a severe dust storm that occurred in Asia using the 

WRF-Chem model and also highlighted some shortages. Additionally, S. Chen et al. (2018) 

estimated the divergences in the natural and anthropogenic dust emission fluxes among different 

climatic regions in the world. They found that the natural dust sources contributed 81% of the 

global dust emissions and that anthropogenic sources contributed the remaining 19% (S. Chen et 

al., 2018). They also concluded that the concentrate anthropogenic dust events mainly occur in 

semi-arid, sub-humid and humid regions. Furman (2003) studied the origin and spatiotemporal 

characteristics of dust storms in the Middle East between 1973 and 1993; they reported that dust 

storms are frequent over Iran, northeastern Iraq and Syria, the Persian Gulf, south of Saudi Arabia, 

Yemen, and Oman, and occur more frequently in summer. 

Southwest Iran (SWI), especially the Khuzestan province, is known for frequent dust 

storms. In 2011, the World Health Organization (WHO) ranked Ahvaz (center of Khuzestan 

province) as the world's most air-polluted city in terms of PM10 (Dastoorpoor et al., 2019). The 

proximity of SWI to southern Iraq and Saudi Arabia deserts can be a reason for the frequent 

occurrence of dust events of varying intensity throughout the year (Goudarzi et al., 2019; Maleki 

et al., 2016). Farther deserts such as those in Syria and North Africa can also contribute to dust 

events over SWI (Khalidy et al., 2019). Broomandi (2018) also found that dust particles could 

arrive at the city of Ahvaz from the northwestern region of Iraq, central parts of Iraq and eastern 

Syria. Central Iraq may also be the main dust source of Ahvaz based on the study of  Noroozi and 
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Shoaei (2018). Additionally, Ghasem et al. conclude that the regions around the border between 

Iraq and Syria are the main dust sources for Western Iran. The United Nations Environment 

Program (UNEP) has reported several factors that may exacerbate these events, including the 

occurrence of droughts in SWI and neighboring countries such as Iraq, the reduction of surface 

and subsurface soil moisture, removal of vegetation cover, and the development of sedimentary 

and fine-grained areas (Environment in Iraq: UNEP Progress Report 2003). Furthermore, human 

factors such as construction of large dams on rivers leading to the Mesopotamian basin (Iraq) may 

also contribute to the dust events entering western Iran, some of them having crossed the Zagros 

Mountains in recent years to impact central Iran (Crosbie et al., 2014). Zoljoodi et al. (2013) found 

some relationship between precipitation changes in dust sources of Iraq and Syria and extreme 

dust events in the west of Iran but they did not found a significant relationship between temperature 

and vegetation change of those dust sources and dust events in the west of Iran. Furthermore, 

Nabavi et al. (2016) demonstrated that, during October–May of 2007–2008, most parts of dusty 

areas in Western Asia were under a very profound reduction of precipitation. 

Water Stress Products over Drylands 

The economic, agricultural and social development of a region is affected by the proper 

management of its water resources. Planning and management of water consumption in the basin 

area require knowledge of the hydrological behavior of the system, including the temporal and 

spatial variation of important components like actual evapotranspiration (ET) as a proxy of 

agricultural water stress in that basin. ET is important in irrigation management (Allen et al., 2017), 

drought monitoring (Calcagno et al., 2007), water storage (Zhang et al., 2018), water balance 

(Molden et al., 1999), water productivity (Zwart et al., 2010), and groundwater management 
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(Wilcox et al., 2019). Therefore, considering methods that estimate actual ET accurately is 

required. 

The estimation of ET is difficult due to its complex nature. There are various methods for 

estimating this component. Remote sensing-based methods are more popular than classic (in situ) 

ones because of their wide coverage and comparability with numerical climate models. Jackson et 

al., through the infrared thermometer in the wheat field in the state of Arizona, discussed the 

importance of using remote sensing to estimate ET (Jackson et al., 1977). Different methods have 

been developed to combine satellite imagery with ground data (Javadian et al., 2019). Subsequent 

studies in this field have led to the development of a Surface Energy Balance Algorithms for Land 

(SEBAL) in the 1990s as one of the new methods for estimating actual ET (Bastiaanssen et al., 

1995). 

The SEBAL algorithm is a model based on the empirical and physical relationships that 

were first used in Egypt and Spain to estimate the ET of agricultural areas by Landsat, and then 

used extensively in similar studies (Bastiaanssen et al., 1998). Later, METRIC (Mapping 

Evapotranspiration at high Resolution with Internalized Calibration) was developed by the 

University of Idaho as a modified version of SEBAL, that used Landsat satellite data to compute 

and map ET. In another study by Zwart and Bastiaanssen using METRIC and MODIS images of 

wheat cultivars in Mexico, an error of about 9% was reported over a period of 110 days (Zwart et 

al., 2007). Also, Du et al. (2013) estimated ET on Sanjiang plain in China using 12 MODIS images 

(Du et al., 2013). The difference between the actual daily ET and the measurement performed by 

Eddy Covariance was reported as an average of 10.5%. 

Urmia Lake, largest lake in the Middle East and the sixth-largest saltwater lake on Earth, 

has shrunk dramatically in the last two decades mainly because of the increasing agricultural water 
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consumption in the basin (Figure A1) (Youneszadeh et al., 2018). Hesami and Amini (2016) 

demonstrated that the total irrigated area in the basin increased by 20% between 1989 and 2000 

and the water use change in the area was 35%. In arid and semi-arid regions, water used for 

irrigation is highly correlated with evapotranspiration (Hesami et al., 2019). Various studies have 

been conducted on the estimation of actual ET in the Urmia Lake Basin. In a study by Iran Water 

Research Institute, the actual ET was estimated using the SEBAL algorithm and the NOAA-

AVHRR images on an annual scale for a dry and wet periods and it was shown that SEBAL can 

perform well with different satellites (Iran Water Research Institute, 2020). In another study, the 

SEBAL algorithm used for estimating water budget in the Lake Urmia basin (Bagheri et al., 2017). 

The output was that SEBAL algorithm works well for this purpose. Estimating agricultural water 

consumption in the Lake Urmia basin is an important issue. Taheri et al. estimated actual ET in 

the Lake Urmia basin from METRIC, in order to estimate the agricultural irrigation water 

requirement. They found that all climatic factors and human activities in the Lake Urmia basin led 

to increase in agricultural water consumption (Taheri et al., 2019) 

Most of energy balance models such as METRIC require thermal infrared band taken 

from cloud-free and corrected images to produce land surface temperature maps (Jia et al., 2009). 

As a result, cloudy images reduce the accuracy in the results. The ETLook algorithm uses soil 

moisture extracted from the passive microwave sensor instead of the land surface temperature. 

Microwave data provide surface information even in cloudy days, because they are less affected 

by cloud cover (Leung et al., 1977). Few studies have been conducted on this algorithm. 

Bastiaanssen et al. introduced ETLook in the Indus basin (Bastiaanssen et al., 2012). The results 

showed that the algorithm has a good accuracy in these areas and even shows up great on cloudy 

days. 
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The United Nations World Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) developed the 

“Free Access Water Productivity System “, aims to cover countries that are facing water crisis in 

Africa and the Middle East. Actual ET from WaPOR is one of the most important products of this 

system, which provides an annual and 10-day spatial mapping with 250 m pixel size for the 2009–

2016 period using the ETLook algorithm (http://www.fao.org/in-action/remote-sensing-for-water-

productivity/wapor/). Since the public availability of WaPOR product (i.e., 2017), we are not 

aware of any published evaluation study over the Middle East and Africa, although such studies 

are urgently needed given the large uncertainties of ET estimates over these regions and the need 

for alternative estimates.  

Global Water Stress Trend Over Drylands 

Along with the increasing global temperature, evidence from the changes of precipitation 

(Westra et al., 2013), runoff (Alkama et al., 2011), and soil moisture (Dai et al., 2013)) suggests 

that the hydrological cycle has been intensified in many regions of the world during the past 

decades. As the only connecting component between water balance and energy balance and due to 

the complex interactions between soil, water, vegetation, and atmosphere, actual 

evapotranspiration is perhaps the most complicated component of the hydrological cycle (Fisher 

et al., 2011; Fisher et al., 2017). Global land ET returns about 60% of the annual land precipitation 

to the atmosphere (Oki et al., 2006). 

Global warming, due to a combination of natural or anthropogenic changes, has raised 

questions about the behavior of AET as the climate warms (Mao et al., 2015). At a global scale, 

Jung et al. (2010) concluded that global annual AET increased on average by 7.1 millimeters per 

year per in the decade from 1982 to 1997, and then stabilized. Zhang et al. (2016) also used a well-

validated diagnostic model to estimate the daily AET during 1981–2012. They found that, during 

http://www.fao.org/in-action/remote-sensing-for-water-productivity/wapor/
http://www.fao.org/in-action/remote-sensing-for-water-productivity/wapor/
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this period, ET over land has increased significantly, which has been mainly caused by increases 

in transpiration from vegetation and vaporization of intercepted rainfall from vegetation. 

Furthermore, Anabalón and Sharma (2017) investigated PET and AET trends of global model 

datasets over two time periods: from 2003 to 2012 (short term) and from 1980 to 2012 

(multidecadal) and found positive significant PET trends but nonsignificant changes over the more 

recent short-term period. 

AET is important for irrigation scheduling and developing water use efficiency in 

agricultural areas due to the significant relationship between soil water depletion and the 

evapotranspiration rate (Allen et al., 1998). Therefore, investigating AET in croplands is crucial 

both at local and global scales. Feng, et al. (2017) evaluated ET in 34 eddy covariance (EC) sites 

over the world. They found that the interannual ET slightly increased during 1982-2009 across the 

global cropland ecosystem. Although acceleration or intensification of the hydrological cycle with 

global warming is a long-standing paradigm in climate research, a comprehensive focus on the ET 

trend in global croplands is still lacking. 

There are several drought indices based on the ET concept, which has been used for long-

term ET monitoring (Golian et al., 2019). Palmer (1965) used a two-layer bucket model to explore 

the monthly water supply and demand by accounting for precipitation, AET, runoff, and 

antecedent soil water status. Crop-specific drought index (CSDI), using temperature, precipitation, 

and ET, provides daily estimates of soil water availability for different zones and soil layers (Meyer 

et al., 1993). Evapotranspiration deficit index (ETDI) using soil moisture and ET considers the 

water stress ratio in its calculation, and provides weekly values which reflect short-term dry 

conditions (Narasimhan et al., 2005). Yao, et al. (2010) used the deviation of the AET to PET ratio 

from unity to define the evaporative drought index (EDI). Then, Mu, et al. (2012) used the ratio 
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of AET to PET in a robust statistical approach as an indicator of terrestrial water availability and 

associated wetness or drought in their drought severity index (DSI). Anderson, et al. (2016) 

defined the evaporative stress index (ESI) as an indicator of agricultural drought that describes 

anomalies in the AET/PET ratio, retrieved using remotely sensed inputs of land surface 

temperature (LST) and leaf area index (LAI). While these indices have significant merits in 

detecting drought in different ways, they only provide little information about changes in AET, 

especially in croplands, because they are mainly designed to detect different types of droughts by 

combing some variables. They do not provide robust information to explore the sustainability of 

AET trends in a specific region, which is crucial for proper water resources management.  

Diurnal Vegetation Water Stress 

 Forests modulate land-atmosphere energy and water exchanges and influence local 

surface and air temperatures that both affect and are an effect of stomatal regulation and vegetation 

water stress (Novick et al., 2016; Yi et al., 2020). In the semiarid western USA, mountain forests 

have adapted to tolerate exceptionally high incoming solar radiation and frequent periods of water 

stress and are a dominant driver of regional carbon sequestration (Cayan et al., 2010; Javadian et 

al., 2020; Knowles, Scott, Biederman, et al., 2020; Scott & Biederman, 2019). Recent work has 

focused on understanding these processes to assess the sensitivity of surface temperature change, 

toward a more comprehensive understanding of the climate mitigation potential of semiarid forests 

(Y. Li et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017). At the individual tree scale, canopy temperature (Tc), which 

is the surface temperature of an individual tree, is determined by the surface energy balance, and 

can be used to infer changes in vegetation water stress status (Monteith & Unsworth, 2013). Energy 

partitioning between latent and sensible heat flux is controlled by environmental and physiological 

factors including air temperature, humidity, wind speed, water availability, and stomatal regulation 
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(i.e., transpiration) (Baldocchi, 1994; Jones, 2004). Additionally, factors related to ecosystem 

composition (e.g., tree density) and structure (e.g., vegetation height) can modulate energy 

partitioning and land-atmosphere water exchange (Meng et al., 2014). Given that changes in 

canopy structure take place over relatively long time scales (weeks to months), the sensitivity of 

Tc is largely dependent on shorter-term changes in environmental conditions and associated plant 

water regulation (hours to days) (Mahan & Upchurch, 1988; Yi et al., 2020). However, scientific 

understanding of diurnal canopy temperature dynamics and its relationship with plant water stress 

remains limited in part due to the difficulty of obtaining high spatiotemporal resolution 

observations. 

The southwestern USA is an ideal setting to investigate the influence of environmental 

drivers on the canopy water stress of drought-affected forests (Seager et al., 2007; Udall & 

Overpeck, 2017), and to evaluate the ability of remote sensing methods to track these relationships 

(Biederman et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020). A principal reason for this is the 

large diurnal changes in air temperature that are characteristic of the region, with differences 

between day and night often exceeding 30°C (Biederman et al., 2017; Dannenberg et al., 2020; 

Smith et al., 2019). To thrive in these conditions, plants have adapted to balance carbon uptake 

and water loss (i.e., transpiration) through stomata (Fisher, 2014; Fisher et al., 2017). Collectively, 

diurnal variations of canopy temperature are mainly controlled by physiological (e.g., stomatal 

conductance) and environmental (e.g., solar radiation, air temperature, soil moisture, vapor 

pressure deficit) factors (Xing Li et al., 2021; Paul-Limoges et al., 2018; X. Zhang et al., 2020). 

When water is available, high rates of transpiration can result in canopy temperature far below air 

temperature (Snakin et al., 2001). In contrast, when water is limited, stomata close and canopy 
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temperatures can far exceed air temperature (Jackson et al., 1981). As a result, canopy temperature 

can be used to infer changes in stomatal regulation and canopy water stress (Pinter et al., 1990).  

Satellite observations compliment limitations in spatial representation and global 

coverage of site-based measurements and can produce spatially continuous estimates from regional 

to global scales based on different approaches (Xing Li et al., 2021). Diurnal surface temperature 

changes from space are made possible by the ECOsystem Spaceborne Thermal Radiometer 

Experiment on Space Station (ECOSTRESS) mission due to its capability of capturing images at 

different times of day, which makes it the first satellite capable of detecting sub-daily vegetation 

water stress at field-scales, launched in 2018 (Fisher et al., 2020). ECOSTRESS provides an 

unprecedented yet largely unexplored opportunity for examining the variations of vegetation water 

stress over the course of a day at large spatial scales. However, ECOSTRESS and other satellite 

thermal missions (e.g., Landsat and MODIS) lack the spatial and thermal resolution required for 

many canopy-level applications. Thermal sensors placed on UAS represent an opportunity to fill 

this gap that provides a lower-cost approach to meet the critical requirements of spatial, spectral, 

and temporal resolutions (Berni et al., 2009). Although thermal UAS platforms have been used to 

assess vegetation water stress (H. Jin et al., 2021; L. Zhang et al., 2019), studies integrating satellite 

and UAS thermal data to assess diurnal vegetation water stress are currently lacking.  

Explanation Of Dissertation Format 

This dissertation centers around the investigating water stress in drylands. In this work, 

the synergy of data from satellite remote sensors, UAS in-situ data, ground-based measurements, 

and reanalysis data was used. The “Present Study” chapter includes a summary of the most 

important findings for each project. The published manuscripts are presented as four appendices 

in this dissertation. Each of them is a first author paper with a structure of its own including the 
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abstract, introduction, methodology, results and discussion, conclusion, and the references. The 

specific structure of each study might slightly differ from the others as it follows the standards of 

the journal, in which the study is published. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE PRESENT STUDY 

This dissertation is composed of research projects included herein as Appendices A, B, 

C, and D. As lead-author I wrote these projects as articles for publication in peer-reviewed journals. 

Appendix A was published in 2019 in Environmental Research Letters. Appendix B was published 

in 2019 in Water. Appendix C was published in 2020 in Remote Sensing. Appendix D was 

published in 2022 in the Journal of Geophysical Research-Biogeosciences. I wrote the 

manuscripts, analyzed the data, and interpreted the findings with assistance from coauthors. Below 

I summarize the motivation, main findings, and author contributions for each appendix. 

Appendix A: Water Stress Impact on Dust Storms Severity and Predictability in Drylands 

(Javadian et al., 2019) 

Southwest Iran (SWI), especially the Khuzestan province, is known for frequent dust 

storms. In 2011, the World Health Organization (WHO) ranked Ahvaz (center of Khuzestan 

province) as the world's most air-polluted city in terms of PM10 (Dastoorpoor et al., 2019). The 

proximity of SWI to southern Iraq and Saudi Arabia deserts can be a reason for the frequent 

occurrence of dust events of varying intensity throughout the year (Goudarzi et al., 2019; Maleki 

et al., 2016). Farther deserts such as those in Syria and North Africa can also contribute to dust 

events over SWI (Khalidy et al., 2019). While the relationship between drought and dust events 

has been studied in other regions such as the United States Southwest (e.g., Achakulwisut et al. 

(2018)), we are not aware of any comprehensive published study that explores the relationship 

between drought and dust storms in SWI. In this study, I showed where most of the SWI dust 

events come from, quantified relationships between major drought events in Iraq and dust events 

in SWI and introduced a satellite-observed variable that can potentially be used for prediction of 

dust events. 
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I obtained different aerosol optical depth (AOD) data products from NASA’s Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on Aqua and Terra platforms and used the 

Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model to determine the main 

sources of dust impacting SWI. I also used the Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration 

Index (SPEI) (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010) and Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) products 

for drought assessment in this study.  

I found external sources are more important and the main sources are located in central 

and southern Iraq. These two sources are more active in summer and less active in winter when 

there is enough precipitation and soil moisture to reduce dust activities. The results did not show 

a long-term significant trend in AOD over SWI (2003-2018). The angstrom exponent dataset 

suggested that the aerosol burden was mainly comprised of dust. Extreme dust event analysis 

showed that years with higher annual mean AOD generally corresponded with a higher number of 

extreme dust events. Interestingly, in both 2008 and 2009, most of the extreme dust events occurred 

in summer rather than spring when the number of extreme events were the highest based on 

climatology. I also found drought over Iraq displayed a larger effect than drought over SWI on the 

number of dust events in SWI. I showed VPD over Iraq has skill in predicting AOD over SWI with 

one month lead time. 

This study showed that the impacts of drought in an upwind region on dust storms in a 

downwind location are significant and that VPD is a forecasting tool for dust events that warrants 

further investigation for its applicability in other arid and semi-arid regions. Having long-term 

particulate matter data from a network of ground-based stations can improve the study in terms of 

satellite data validation. Moreover, in the future, the Multi-Angle Imager for Aerosols (MAIA) 
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mission of NASA can help the study in terms of radiometric and polarimetric measurements 

needed to characterize the sizes, compositions and quantities of particulate matter in air pollution. 

Appendix B: METRIC and WaPOR Estimates of Evapotranspiration over Drylands 

(Javadian et al., 2019)  

Urmia Lake, largest lake in the Middle East and the sixth-largest saltwater lake on Earth, 

has shrunk dramatically in the last two decades mainly because of the increasing agricultural water 

consumption in the basin. Given that METRIC approach has been a popular method to estimate 

actual ET over Urmia Lake basin, comparison of METRIC with WaPOR can shed light onto 

differences that WaPOR might bring to actual ET analysis over the region. In this study, I first 

calculated the actual ET values using the METRIC algorithm applied to MODIS images for the 

Urmia Lake Basin in year 2010 (representing a dry year in the basin) and 2014 (representing a 

normal year), and then compared these values with the actual ET of WaPOR product in the Lake 

Urmia basin and analyzed the differences between them as a function of elevation, land cover, and 

sub-basin. I used the only available lysimeter over the study region and water consumption 

measurements in an irrigation network system to complement our analysis. 

I found WaPOR product is more realistic than the METRIC estimate (derived using 

MODIS images) in terms of temporal and spatial scales, potentially due to the ability of the 

ETLook algorithm to calculate ET in cloudy conditions using microwave images. Furthermore, I 

found that the ET rates from the WaPOR product are much smaller than the ET rates calculated 

from the METRIC algorithm in most part of the basin, especially over rangelands. By moving 

from low to high elevations, this difference tends to increase in both years. Assessment of ET over 

precipitation ratio in rainfed agriculture areas indicates that METRIC produces unrealistically high 

ET (i.e., annual ET/P >1), but WaPOR produces a more realistic ET rates (i.e., annual ET/P <1). 

Moreover, using the limited lysimeter data over the city of Tabriz, 80 km west of Lake Urmia, it 
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was found that ET from METRIC algorithm matches lysimter measurements with no more than 

19% difference, while in average WaPOR underestimates the ET rates by 71%. However, the 

outcomes of this comparison could be affected by large differences between footprint sizes of the 

METRIC estimates from MODIS (i.e., 1 km × 1 km), WaPOR product (i.e, 250 m ×250 m), and 

lysimeter (i.e., 70 m2). Lastly, by using reports of annual water consumption rates in an irrigation 

network South of Lake Urmia, I found that WaPOR and METRIC slightly under- and over-

estimate ET rates. Knowing that water consumption reports do not account for unauthorized 

pumping, it was concluded that METRIC’s estimate is likely more realistic than that from WaPOR. 

In a warming climate most lakes, especially those in arid and semi-arid regions are going 

through significant changes due to combination of natural responses (e.g., lower relative humidity, 

higher vapor pressure deficit, etc.) and anthropogenic activities (e.g., surface and ground water 

extraction for agriculture, etc.). This heightens the need for more accurate measurements of 

regional water and energy cycle components for planning, prediction, and mitigation of negative 

social and environmental aspect of such changes. ET has remained one of the mostly poor 

measured component of water and energy cycle in most regions of the world, a good example of 

which is Lake Urmia and Aral Sea (Singh et al., 2018). It is hoped that the new generation of 

instruments (e.g., ECOSTRESS (Hulley et al., 2017), among others) can provide more reliable 

estimate of ET regionally and globally. 

Appendix C: Global Evapotranspiration Trend Over Drylands (Javadian et al., 2020)  

The aim of this study was to investigate global ET trends in croplands and their 

relationships with other variables. In this study, firstly, spatial and temporal trends of AET, PET, 

and PP in global lands were investigated. Next, the trends were explored in natural lands and 

croplands specifically to determine the difference in trends between them. Then, trends in water 
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and energy-limited areas were evaluated to explore the sensitivity of trends to water and energy-

limited areas. Next, the world countries were classified based on their trends in croplands to 

distinguish sustainable and nonsustainable countries in AET trends by introducing the ETWI. 

Then, the trends in global major crops were investigated separately for irrigated and rainfed crops 

to determine which major crop is nonsustainable the most in terms of the global AET trend. 

Additionally, to explore the relationship between sustainability and crop productivity, solar-

induced fluorescence (SIF) were compared with the ETWI. Finally, using the Google Earth Engine 

(GEE), an interactive user-friendly online app were developed for monitoring of the regional 

trends in AET, PET, PP, and GPP over the global land. 

Most of the analysis was done in 500-m resolution from 2001 to 2018. The results 

demonstrate that, while AET has a nonsignificant decreasing trend over natural lands, and it has 

significantly increased in croplands (+14% +/- 5%). Additionally, we introduce a new index based 

on a combination of AET, PET, and PP trends aimed at indicating the sustainability of the AET 

trend, termed the “evapotranspiration warning index (ETWI)”. The introduced index (ETWI) can 

distinguish between the sustainable and nonsustainable increasing trend of AET. High negative 

ETWI means the increasing trend in AET is more than PP and PET trend. The average ETWI for 

global croplands is -0.40 (+/- 0.25), which shows an extreme trend in AET which overwhelmed 

both PET and PP. The results demonstrated that “ETWI < -0.5” is very nonsustainable. In contrast, 

“ETWI > +0.5” is very sustainable in terms of the AET trend. . While AET and PET do not have 

significant trends in both water and energy-limited areas, the increasing trend of PP in energy-

limited areas is more than water-limited areas. The higher trend of PP in energy-limited areas show 

that the available water in water-limited areas is decreasing in comparison to energy-limited areas. 

Furthermore, defining more classes for water and energy limited areas demonstrated that PP/PET 
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between 0.5 and 1 experienced more stress than other regions. Stated differently, semi-arid regions 

are more in-danger than arid regions in terms of sustainable trend of AET. 

Since the cropland's water management mainly depends on the internal roles of counties, 

the trends in croplands and ETWI were averaged in each country to classify them. The most 

overstressed countries in the nonsustainable trend of AET in croplands were Thailand, Brazil, and 

Germany, and China. These regions are also experiencing some of the largest increases in NPP 

and SIF, implying that recent increases in food production may not be sustainable. In contrast, 

Senegal, Benin, India, and Pakistan demonstrate sustainable trend in AET. Interestingly, most of 

the major crops demonstrate a decrease in their PET during this time period. Irrigated wheat has 

the most significant negative trend in PET value than others. Additionally, most of the major crops 

except rainfed rice experienced an increasing trend in their precipitation. By combining all these 

variables in ETWI, irrigated maize experienced the most nonsustainable trend in AET. 

Additionally, the solar-induced fluorescence (SIF) annual trend analysis demonstrates that a 

nonsustainable increasing trend in AET in croplands cannot increase crop productivity in the long-

term. In this study I also designed a user-friendly interactive application in Google Earth Engine 

that provides an annual AET map for user-selected year. Additionally, it provides annual AET 

trend, annual PET trend, annual PP trend, monthly PP trend, and annual GPP trend for user-

selected pixels. 

Appendix D: Diurnal Water Stress Over a Semiarid Mixed Conifer Forest (Javadian et al., 

2022) 

There have been few studies to investigate canopy water stress at the individual tree level, 

and most are based on thermal infrared cameras that are not able to cover a large area. Further, 

most studies have been conducted at a daily/seasonal scale that precludes analysis of diurnal 

canopy water stress. In this study, we combined thermal UAS, eddy covariance, sap flow, PRI, 
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and ECOSTRESS satellite measurements to assess diurnal vegetation water stress over a semiarid 

mixed conifer ‘sky island’ forest in southern Arizona, USA. The principal objectives of this study 

were to: (i) assess diurnal canopy temperature variation as a function of tree density and height, 

(ii) relate the diurnal PRI and tree sap flow with canopy temperature, and (iii) determine if 

ECOSTRESS accurately captures diurnal water stress dynamics. We specifically hypothesized 

that tree density and tree height will represent significant contributing factors to changes in Tc. 

Further, we hypothesized that Tc-Ta relationships will correlate with sap flow and diurnal latent 

heat flux dynamics and will thus serve as an improved proxy of stomatal conductance and canopy 

water stress. The study site was a montane mixed conifer forest in the Coronado National Forest 

on Mt. Bigelow, northeast of Tucson, Arizona, USA. This site is located at 2573-m elevation in an 

area of significant topographical complexity. Optical and thermal UAS imagery was acquired 

using a DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual on November 14, 2020. 

I found the relationship between Tc and Ta varied profoundly among tree density and 

height classes, with taller and denser tree stands exhibiting relatively high |Tc-Ta| (2.4 and 2.1 °C 

cooler canopies, respectively) compared to shorter and lower density stands (1.7 and 1.5 °C cooler 

canopies, respectively). Considering the entire study area, Tc was 1.8 °C lower than Ta, which is 

comparable to previously reported deviations between Tc and Ta (1°C to 2°C) (Alkama & Cescatti, 

2016; Bright et al., 2017; Yi et al., 2020). UAS results showed that deviations between Ta and Tc 

captured diurnal tree sap flow and PRI dynamics. At 12:00, the deviation between Ta and Tc 

reached a minimum, tree sap flow was near a minimum, and PRI was at its most negative. 

Together, these findings suggest acute water and light stress in addition to low transpiration rates 

(closed stomata), which explains the relatively high canopy temperature (low evaporative cooling) 

and low rates of sap flow at this time. Moreover, the co-occurring negative PRI measurement 
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indicates that light energy was being diverted to energy dissipation pathways (non-photochemical 

quenching), and photosynthesis was relatively low at this time due to low CO2 uptake (closed 

stomata). Furthermore, ECOSTRESS observations captured aspects of the seasonal change in 

diurnal latent heat flux and sap flow dynamics. In contrast to eddy covariance measurements that 

do not provide direct partitioning of evaporation and transpiration, spatial thermal data including 

from UAS- and space-borne platforms (ECOSTRESS) reflected this partitioning and were 

consistent with sap flow Across seasons, between 12:00 and 15:00, Ta - ECOSTRESS LST 

decreased as a result of both an increase in Ta and a decrease in ECOSTRESS LST over this period.  

This study was limited to pre-monsoon periods due to the relatively long revisit frequency 

of the ECOSTRESS instrument and the significant increase in cloud cover during the monsoon 

season (Fisher et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021). These limitations indicate the benefit of a next 

generation, high spatiotemporal resolution thermal sensor capable of tracking diurnal surface 

temperature dynamics. To address this, NASA’s planned mission for Surface Biology and Geology 

(SBG) is expected to include 5 thermal infrared bands with spectral ranges of 8-12 μm and 3-5 

μm, 40-60 meters spatial resolution, 1-7 days revisit time, and global coverage. This study 

contributes to a better understanding of how vegetation functional traits, types, and composition 

combine to influence vegetation water stress, toward improved estimates of ecosystem function 

over space and time. 
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Key Points 

• Most dust events in Southwestern Iran originate over Iraq 

• Drought over Iraq is largely responsible for dust events over Southwest Iran  

• Vapor pressure deficit shows skill in predicting dust events with one month lead time  
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Abstract 

Dust storms are common meteorological events in arid and semi-arid regions, particularly in 

Southwest Iran (SWI). Here we study the relation between drought events in Iraq and dust storms 

in SWI between 2003 and 2018. The HYSPLIT model showed that central and southern Iraq are 

the main dust sources for SWI. Mean annual aerosol optical depth (AOD) analysis demonstrated 

that 2008 and 2009 were the dustiest years since 2003 and there is an increased frequency of 

summertime extreme dust events in the years 2008 and 2009. The Standardized Precipitation 

Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) revealed that drought in Iraq significantly affects dust storms in 

Iran. Similarly, dramatic desiccation of Iraq wetlands have contributed to increasing fall dust 

events in SWI. AOD in SWI is highly correlated (-0.76) with previous-month vapor pressure 

deficit (VPD) over Iraq, demonstrating the potential of VPD for dust event forecasting.  

1 Introduction 

Dust events occur in many parts of the world (Y. S. Chen et al., 2004; Creamean et al., 

2013; Hand et al., 2012; Ishimoto et al., 2016), but are more frequent over arid and semi-arid 

regions (Furman, 2016; Khalidy et al., 2019). Large dust events often result in extensive damage 

to natural and human environments (Y. S. Chen et al., 2004; Jugder, 2011; Kirkland & Fierer, 

1996; Middleton, 2017; X. Zhang et al., 2016). The occurrence of dust events is influenced by 

complex land-atmospheric interactions, mainly due to high wind speed, sparse or lack of 

vegetation cover, eroded land, and low humidity, among other influencing factors (Csavina et al., 

2014). Therefore, determining the land-atmospheric characteristics over dust-prone regions is an 

active area of research. 

Although the progress of dust emission is complex, considerable research has been devoted 

to predict dust storms using numerical models. T. Yuan et al. (2019) reported good progress in 

simulating the spatial-temporal evolution of a severe dust storm that occurred in Asia using the 

WRF-Chem model and also highlighted some shortages. Additionally, S. Chen et al. (2018) 

estimated the divergences in the natural and anthropogenic dust emission fluxes among different 

climatic regions in the world. They found that the natural dust sources contributed 81% of the 

global dust emissions and that anthropogenic sources contributed the remaining 19% (S. Chen et 

al., 2018). They also concluded that the concentrate anthropogenic dust events mainly occur in 

semi-arid, sub-humid and humid regions. Furman (2003) studied the origin and spatiotemporal 

characteristics of dust storms in the Middle East between 1973 and 1993; they reported that dust 

storms are frequent over Iran, northeastern Iraq and Syria, the Persian Gulf, south of Saudi Arabia, 

Yemen, and Oman, and occur more frequently in summer. 

SWI, especially the Khuzestan province, is known for frequent dust storms. In 2011, the 

World Health Organization (WHO) ranked Ahvaz (center of Khuzestan province) as the world's 

most air-polluted city in terms of PM10 (Dastoorpoor et al., 2019). The proximity of SWI to 

southern Iraq and Saudi Arabia deserts can be a reason for the frequent occurrence of dust events 

of varying intensity throughout the year (Goudarzi et al., 2019; Maleki et al., 2016). Farther deserts 

such as those in Syria and North Africa can also contribute to dust events over SWI (Khalidy et 

al., 2019). Broomandi (2018) also found that dust particles could arrive at the city of Ahvaz from 

the northwestern region of Iraq, central parts of Iraq and eastern Syria. Central Iraq may also be 

the main dust source of Ahvaz based on the study of  Noroozi and Shoaei (2018). Additionally, 

Ghasem et al. conclude that the regions around the border between Iraq and Syria are the main 

dust sources for Western Iran. The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) has reported 
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several factors that may exacerbate these events, including the occurrence of droughts in SWI and 

neighboring countries such as Iraq, the reduction of surface and subsurface soil moisture, removal 

of vegetation cover, and the development of sedimentary and fine-grained areas (Environment in 

Iraq: UNEP Progress Report 2003). Furthermore, human factors such as construction of large 

dams on rivers leading to the Mesopotamian basin (Iraq) may also contribute to the dust events 

entering western Iran, some of them having crossed the Zagros Mountains in recent years to impact 

central Iran (Crosbie et al., 2014). Zoljoodi et al. (2013) found some relationship between 

precipitation changes in dust sources of Iraq and Syria and extreme dust events in the west of Iran 

but they did not found a significant relationship between temperature and vegetation change of 

those dust sources and dust events in the west of Iran. Furthermore, Nabavi et al. (2016) 

demonstrated that, during October–May of 2007–2008, most parts of dusty areas in Western Asia 

were under a very profound reduction of precipitation. 

While the relationship between drought and dust events has been studied in other regions 

such as the United States Southwest (e.g., Achakulwisut et al. (2018)), we are not aware of any 

comprehensive published study that explores the relationship between drought and dust storms in 

SWI (Figure 3a). In this study, we will show where most of the SWI dust events come from, 

quantify relationships between major drought events in Iraq and dust events in SWI, and introduce 

a satellite-observed variable that can potentially be used for prediction of dust events.  

2 Datasets, Model, and Methods 

2.1 AOD Data 

Different aerosol optical depth (AOD) data products were obtained from NASA’s 

Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on Aqua and Terra platforms. MODIS 

AOD has shown a good relationship with ground measurements in the study region (Hossein Mardi 

et al., 2018; Khalidy et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2019). The MODIS level 3 AOD product ,which are 

used in this study, include MOD08 AOD Land Ocean, MOD08 AOD 550 Dark Target Deep Blue 

Combined, MOD08 Deep Blue AOD 550 Land, MOD08 Deep Blue Angstrom Exponent Land, 

MYD08 AOD Land Ocean, MYD08 AOD 550 Dark Target Deep Blue Combined, MYD08 Deep 

Blue AOD 550 Land, MYD08 Deep Blue Angstrom Exponent Land all at monthly scale. 

Furthermore, for extreme dust event analysis, daily MODIS AOD were used. Additionally, the 

Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) daily AOD product was investigated in this study 

and compared with MODIS AOD. The product is named “MIL3DAE” and its spatial distribution 

is 0.5° *0.5°. 

2.2 HYSPLIT Model 

An important step of this study is to determine the main sources of dust impacting SWI.  

The Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model was used for this 

purpose. HYSPLIT is a popular model for trajectory analysis (Su et al., 2015) that often uses 

weather data from the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS). One of the first applications of 

this model was for modeling dust storms in order to estimate PM10 in the Middle East (Draxler et 

al., 2001). 
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2.3 GDAS Model 

The Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) is a global atmospheric model based on 

meteorological data and numerical weather predictions (Su et al., 2015). GDAS data at 1° 

resolution were obtained from (ftp://arlftp.arlhq.noaa.gov/pub/archives/gdas1). GDAS provides 

several meteorological variables like air temperature, wind speed, air pressure, humidity, and other 

products required to run the HYSPLIT model. 

2.4 SPEI 

The Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) (Vicente-Serrano et al., 

2010) is used for drought assessment in this study. SPEI is a modified version of the Standardized 

Precipitation Index (SPI) (McKee et al., 1993) and considers both potential evapotranspiration and 

precipitation. Unlike SPI that is also widely used for drought studies (Golian et al., 2019; Javadian, 

Behrangi, Gholizadeh, et al., 2019), SPEI captures the main impact of increased temperatures on 

water demand. SPEI is based on a monthly climatic water balance (precipitation minus potential 

evapotranspiration), which is adjusted using a three-parameter log–logistic distribution. The values 

are accumulated at different time scales, following a similar approach used in the SPI, and 

converted to standard deviations with respect to average values (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012). 

Here we used SPEI6, as a six month SPEI, obtained from (http://sac.csic.es/spei/map/maps.html) 

which uses CRU TS3.2 and Penman-Monteith to calculate “precipitation minus 

evapotranspiration” prior to standardization. 

2.5 AIRS  

Near surface air temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) are obtained from the 

Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS; Aumann et al. (2003)) sounding suite, which is on Aqua 

and has been operational since 2002. Several studies have used AIRS for weather forecasting and 

global climate research (Ishimoto et al., 2016; Q. Zhang et al., 2018). By calculating vapor pressure 

deficit (VPD) using T and RH from AIRS, Behrangi et al. (2016) showed that AIRS can also 

provide valuable information for drought early detection. In this study, we use AIRS VPD, T, and 

RH obtained from Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) AIRS project servers. The data is monthly and 

its spatial resolution is 0.5°.  

3 Results 

3.1 Mean Annual AOD Time Series over SWI 

In order to illustrate the fluctuation of dust events in the region, a monthly time series of 

eight different MODIS products, averaged over SWI, are plotted for 2003 to 2018 (Figure 1). The 

results show that 2008 and 2009 were the most polluted years in SWI, which is consistent with  

the study of Sari Sarraf et al. (2015), based on the yearly variation of annual means of dust events 

in Ahvaz weather station during the period of analysis. The results are also consistent with Arkian 

and Nicholson (2017) study, based on MISR AOD during the overlapped time period, in terms of 

AOD fluctuations.  The angstrom exponent measurement from both Terra and Aqua satellites 

suggests that the pollution over SWI is relatively more coarse in size (i.e., Angstrom exponent less 

than 1) over the study period (Figure 1d and Figure 1h). The Angstrom exponent is a useful 

indicator for detecting aerosol particle size, with values greater than 2 indicating small particles 

ftp://arlftp.arlhq.noaa.gov/pub/archives/gdas1
http://sac.csic.es/spei/map/maps.html
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associated with combustion byproducts, and values less than 1 indicating large particles like dust 

(Schuster et al., 2006).  

The time series of the combined AOD of dark target deep blue, and AOD of deep blue are 

generally consistent in interannual trends for both Aqua and Terra satellites. However, AOD values 

in Aqua are higher than Terra in recent years (2016-2018). The result demonstrates that Terra often 

has higher AOD and lower angstrom exponent values than Aqua except in recent years (from 2016 

to 2018). It might be related to the general calibration issue of Terra AOD that causes striping over 

land as discussed in Wei et al. (2019). 

 
Figure 1. Mean values over SWI for a) MOD08 AOD over land and ocean, b) MOD08 AOD 

550 combined dark target and deep blue, c) MOD08 AOD deep blue 550 over land, d) MOD08 

deep blue angstrom exponent over land, e) MYD08 AOD over land and ocean, f) MYD08 AOD 

550 combined dark target and deep blue, g) MYD08 AOD deep blue 550 over land, and h) 

MYD08 deep blue angstrom exponent over land. 

For exploring the consistency of MODIS AOD product with other satellite AOD products, the 

annual AOD of MISR in SWI is shown in Figure 2. Comparing MODIS AOD products in Figure 
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1 and  MISR AOD product in Figure 2 demonstrates that their AOD are relatively consistent, 

adding more confidence in using MODIS product in the subsequent analysis.  

Moreover, Figure S4 demonstrates a good relationship between Ahvaz weather station visibility 

and its monthly AOD in year 2009. 

 
Figure 2. Mean annual AOD over SWI by MISR AOD product 

3.2 Trajectory Analysis of Dust Storms in SWI 

Based on the AOD analysis, 2009 was the dustiest year in this area. An airmass backward 

trajectory analysis was performed for the city of Ahvaz (center of Khuzestan province). For each 

month of the year, frequency analysis was performed using 48-hour backward trajectories using 

6-hour time steps. Figure 3b shows that dust events mainly traced back to the northwest of the 

Khuzestan province (i.e., Iraq) in all months. For instance, in July 2009, about 80% of SWI dust 

originated from the central and southern part of Iraq. The trajectory analysis suggests that in a few 

cases (< 10%), dust events over Khuzestan originated over Saudi Arabia and Syria, which was 

much less frequent compared to dust coming from Iraq. Therefore, the top three dust sources for 

Ahvaz are central Iraq, southern Iraq, and southern Iran. These results are similar to Khalidy et al. 

(2019), who reported that central Iraq, northern Syria, western Iraq, and the Hoorolazim Wetland 

accounted for 71, 19, 6, and 4% of dust events over Ahvaz in 2016. The Hoorolazim Wetland is a 

complex of marshes that straddle the Iraq-Iran border (Figure 3a). 

Figure 3b also shows that the impact of Iraq dust sources on Ahvaz decreases in cold 

months to the point that sometimes Africa and Europe can have a relatively considerable effect on 

SWI dust events. Wind rose data from an Ahvaz weather station for a representative year (2016) 

demonstrate that westerly winds are dominant (Figure S1).  

Furthermore, Iraq receives much of its precipitation in cold months (Figure S2), mitigating 

dust sources over Iraq due to higher soil moisture. In contrast, in summer months when there is 

much less precipitation, soil is drier over Iraq and can be a substantial source of dust (Figure S2).  
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An analogous HYSPLIT analysis was also conducted for Baghdad (capital of Iraq). It 

showed that the main sources of dust over Iraq originate in Iraq and only little comes from Saudi 

Arabia (Figure S3).  

 Motivated by the HYSPLIT results, two boxes were selected for further analysis (Figure 

3a): (1) Black box representing SWI (mainly in Khuzestan province), and (2) Red box for Iraq. 

 

Figure 3. a) Region of study including the red box representing Iraq and the black box representing 

SWI (mainly Khuzestan province), b) HYSPLIT backward trajectory frequencies for each month 

of 2009 for Ahvaz, showing the number of start points of dust per grid square per number of 

trajectories.   
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3.3 Extreme Dust event Frequency Analysis over SWI 

Although mean values can give a general sense of pollution, they may not provide 

sufficient information about pollution variability. For example, it is possible to have lower annual 

or monthly mean AOD, but at the same time more severe daily AODs. Therefore, extreme dust 

events were assessed by investigating the daily AOD from MODIS Aqua. We defined that a day 

with AOD greater than “[mean monthly AOD] + [3*Standard deviation]” is an extreme dust event. 

The total number of these events in each year from 2003 to 2018 is provided in Figure S5. The 

results follow the mean annual results (i.e., 2009, 2010 and 2008 have the top three most dust 

extreme events, respectively). It can be seen that the number of extreme dust events in JJA 

increases dramatically (and exceeds that in MAM) for years with higher extreme dust events. 

3.4 Monthly AOD over SWI 

For understanding the monthly differences in AOD over SWI, we compared the average 

monthly values for three time periods: 2003-2008, 2009-2014, and 2015-2018 (Figure 4a). 

Selection of the time periods are based on breaking the 16-years into three periods to represent 

beginning, middle and end of the whole period. The monthly values show that in all periods, May-

July exhibited the highest AOD over SWI. This is expected because these months are the hottest 

and driest months in this region, depleting moisture in the soil and making the environment prone 

to dust events. In contrast, lower AOD is observed in winter when the region often receives most 

of its precipitation (Figure S2) and the soil is relatively moist. 

Furthermore, Figure 4a shows that AODs in fall (especially September-October) are higher 

in the recent period (2015-2018) compared to earlier periods. This could be partly related to the 

fact that water bodies in the west side of Khuzestan and east side of Iraq have dramatically shrunk 

in recent years due to desiccation, especially in late summer and early fall (Figure 4– b, c, and d). 

These wetlands, such as the previously mentioned Hoorolazim Wetland (Figure 3a), almost went 

dry in the fall seasons of 2015 through 2018 and consequently became a dust source for September 

and October dust storms in the region. 

The spatial distribution of AOD in each month was assessed (Figure S6). The key results 

were that (i) AOD in SWI exceeded other regions of Iran, (ii) the fluctuation of AOD in central 

and southern Iraq was similar to SWI, and (iii) Saudi Arabia dust sources affected AOD over 

Persian Gulf in cold months. Furthermore, dust events over Iraq are fairly isolated (i.e., produced 

locally) as can also be inferred from Figure S3. 
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Figure 4. a) Mean of Monthly combined AOD (from Aqua) over SWI during 2003-2008, 2009-

2014, and 2015-2018.  Images of wetlands located near the border of Iraq and SWI for (b) 

September 2006, (c) September 2014, and (d) September 2015 obtained from MODIS.   

3.5 Drought Analysis 

The observed relationship between drying wetlands in Iraq and increasing dust storms in 

SWI supports the idea that drought promotes dust storms.  The relationship between drought and 

dust events was further studied using SPEI6, separately calculated over Iraq (red box in Figure 1a) 

and SWI (black box in Figure 1a). Comparing SPEI and TRMM precipitation data demonstrates 

that SPEI with one year lag time and precipitation are well-correlated (Figure S7). The results 

show that SPEI6 over SWI is often more severe than Iraq in recent years (Figure 5a).  We also 

investigated the relationship between annual AOD over SWI and annual SPEI6 over both SWI and 

Iraq. It was found that annual AOD over SWI exhibits a higher correlation with annual SPEI6 over 

Iraq (r = -0.77) than annual SPEI6 over SWI (r = -0.62) (Figure 5b and 4c), even though SWI has 

more severe drought conditions. This makes sense given that most of the dust events over SWI are 

traced back to Iraq.  
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Figure 5. (a) Monthly SPEI6 time series for SWI and Iraq. Scatter plot between Annual SPEI6 

and Annual AOD over (b) SWI and SWI, (c) Iraq and SWI and (d) Iraq and Iraq. (the red lines 

represent linear regression between Annual AOD and SPEI6) 

3.6 AIRS Satellite Analysis 

SPEI is a popular drought index, but large uncertainties may exist in quantification of 

precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. An alternative approach is to investigate VPD that 

can be calculated directly from T and RH observed by AIRS. It has been shown that VPD can 

provide useful information for early detection of drought (Behrangi et al., 2016; Behrangi et al., 

2015). Therefore, it is important to investigate at what lead time AIRS observations of VPD over 

Iraq can provide the highest correlation with dust event incidence over SWI. Figure 6 shows lag-

correlations between monthly AIRS observation (VPD, T, and RH) over Iraq and monthly AOD 

over SWI for 2007-2018. It indicates that a one month lead time provides the maximum correlation 
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between AOD and either VPD (r = 0.76), T (r = 0.81), or RH (r = -0.76). In other words, higher 

VPD in Iraq for the current month would suggest a higher probability of dust events in SWI for 

the subsequent month.  

Encouraged by the relatively good relationship between AIRS observations over Iraq and 

AOD over SWI, the potential of using AIRS VPD observations to predict dust over SWI, with one 

month lead time, was further investigated.  Using 12 years (2007 to 2018) of VPD data, odd years 

were used for training and even years were used for evaluation of the prediction. The linear 

regression between VPD (with one month lag time) and AOD was applied to even years 

(AOD_SWI = 0.0571×VPD_Iraq + 0.2132).  The correlation coefficient between predicted AOD 

and observed AOD was 0.67, which is encouraging given the fact that AIRS data are accessible in 

near real-time (i.e., within 1-2 days of sensor overpass). Severe dust storms in SWI are expected 

when VPD is high in Iraq in the previous month. In fact, increasing VPD can make soils vulnerable 

to traversing the long distance from Iraq to SWI. The one month lag time might be due to the soil 

characteristics that need more time for lifting from the ground. 

 
Figure 6. Correlation between AIRS products (vapor pressure deficit, air temperature, and 

relative humidity) over Iraq and Aqua AOD over SWI across different monthly lag times.  

4 Conclusions 

Cities located in the southwest of Iran are among the dustiest cities in the world. There is 

a large debate about whether the sources of the dust storms are internal (i.e., deserts located in SWI 

and dried wetlands) or external (i.e., Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Turkey). In this study, we 

investigated this question using a trajectory model and then explored potential reasons that may 

lead to dust events.  

The HYSPLIT trajectory model was used to identify main dust sources affecting SWI. The 

results suggest that external sources are more important and the main sources are located in central 

and southern Iraq. These two sources are more active in summer and less active in winter when 

there is enough precipitation and soil moisture to reduce dust activities. 
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Analysis of mean annual AOD data showed that years 2008 and 2009 were the most 

polluted years in SWI out of the 16 years (2003-2018) of study. Interestingly, the results do not 

show a long-term significant trend in AOD over SWI (2003-2018). The angstrom exponent dataset 

suggested that the aerosol burden was mainly comprised of dust. Extreme dust event analysis 

showed that years with higher annual mean AOD generally corresponded with a higher number of 

extreme dust events. Interestingly, in both 2008 and 2009, most of the extreme dust events occurred 

in summer rather than spring when the number of extreme events are the highest based on 

climatology. 

Knowing that major sources of dust over SWI are in Iraq, we investigated the relationship 

between drought in Iraq and dust in SWI.  The SPEI index showed that there is a considerable 

correlation (r = -0.77) between drought in Iraq and dust events in SWI, which is even higher than 

the correlation between drought and AOD in SWI (r = 0.62). In other words, drought over Iraq 

displayed a larger effect than drought over SWI on the number of dust events in SWI.  

We also investigated the relationship between monthly-lagged AIRS VPD, T, and RH over 

Iraq and AOD in SWI. The maximum correlation was obtained at one month lag-time, suggesting 

that AIRS observations have the potential to predict dust events a month in advance. By splitting 

12 years (2007-2018) of VPD data into odd and even years, it was found that VPD over Iraq has 

skill (r = 0.67) in predicting AOD over SWI with one month lead time. 

This study showed that the impacts of drought in an upwind region on dust storms in a 

downwind location are significant and that VPD is a forecasting tool for dust events that warrants 

further investigation for its applicability in other arid and semi-arid regions. Having long-term 

particulate matter data from a network of ground-based stations can improve the study in terms of 

satellite data validation. Moreover, in the future, the Multi-Angle Imager for Aerosols (MAIA) 

mission of NASA can help the study in terms of radiometric and polarimetric measurements 

needed to characterize the sizes, compositions and quantities of particulate matter in air pollution 

(Y. Liu & Diner, 2016). 
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Supplementary Figures 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1. Mean annual wind rose for the Ahvaz weather station in 2016. 
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Figure S2. Precipitation accumulation time series in Ahvaz. 
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Figure S3. HYSPLIT backward trajectory frequencies for each month of 2009 for Baghdad, showing the number of 

start points of dust per grid square per number of trajectories. 
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Figure S4. Scatterplot of Ahvaz station monthly visibility and its monthly AOD in year 2009 
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Figure S5. Number of days with extreme dust events in SWI based on MODIS data. 
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Figure S6. Mean monthly AOD (color scale) based on the period between 2003 and 2018. 
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Figure S7. Scatterplot of annual SPEI with one year lag time and annual TRMM precipitation in (a) Iraq and (b) 

SWI 
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Abstract: Evapotranspiration is one of the main components of water and energy balance. In this study, 

we compare two ET products, suitable for regional analysis at high spatial resolution: The recent WaPOR 

product developed by FAO and METRIC algorithm. WaPOR is based on ETLook, which is a two-source 

model and relies on microwave images. WaPOR is unique as it has no limitation under cloudy days, but 

METRIC is limited by clouds. METRIC and WaPOR are more sensitive to land surface temperature and 

soil moisture, respectively. Using two years (2010 and 2014) of data over Lake Urmia basin, we show that 

in most areas, ET from METRIC is higher than WaPOR and the difference has an ascending trend with 

the elevation. The ET of lysimeter station is fairly consistent with METRIC based on a single observation. 

Our analysis using NDVI and land use maps suggests that the histogram of ET from WaPOR might be 

more realistic than METRIC, but not its amount. The fraction of ET to precipitation in rainfed agriculture 

areas shows that WaPOR is more accurate than METRIC, mainly because in the absence of other water 

resources such as ground water annual ET cannot exceed annual precipitation. In contrast, METRIC 

produces a more realistic estimate than WaPOR over irrigated farms. The results suggest that the two 

products can complement each other. 

Keywords: evapotranspiration; WaPOR; METRIC; ETLook; Lake Urmia; remote sensing; MODIS; 

lysimeter; water consumption; irrigation 

 

1. Introduction 

The economic, agricultural and social development of a region is affected by the proper management 

of its water resources. Planning and management of water consumption in the basin area require 

knowledge of the hydrological behavior of the system, including the temporal and spatial variation of 

important components like actual ET in that basin. ET is important in irrigation management (R. G. Allen 

et al., 2007), drought monitoring (Calcagno et al., 2007; Golian et al., 2019), water storage (Y. Zhang et al., 

2018), water balance (Molden & Sakthivadivel, 1999), water productivity (Zwart et al., 2010) and 
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groundwater management (Javadian, 2018; Javadian et al., 2018; Wilcox, 2019). Therefore, considering 

methods that estimate actual ET accurately is required. 

The estimation of ET is difficult due to its complex nature. There are various methods for estimating 

this component. Remote sensing-based methods are more popular than classic (in situ) ones because of 

their wide coverage and comparability with numerical climate models. Jackson et al., through the infrared 

thermometer in the wheat field in the state of Arizona, discussed the importance of using remote sensing 

to estimate ET (Jackson et al., 1977). Different methods have been developed to combine satellite imagery 

with ground data (Javadian, kordi, et al., 2019). Subsequent studies in this field have led to the development 

of a Surface Energy Balance Algorithms for Land (SEBAL) in the 1990s as one of the new methods for 

estimating actual ET (Bastiaanssen, 1995). 

The SEBAL algorithm is a model based on the empirical and physical relationships that were first used 

in Egypt and Spain to estimate the ET of agricultural areas by Landsat, and then used extensively in similar 

studies (Bastiaanssen et al., 1998). Later, METRIC (Mapping Evapotranspiration at high Resolution with 

Internalized Calibration) was developed by the University of Idaho as a modified version of SEBAL, that 

used Landsat satellite data to compute and map ET (R. G. Allen et al., 2007). In another study by Zwart and 

Bastiaanssen using METRIC and MODIS images of wheat cultivars in Mexico, an error of about 9% was 

reported over a period of 110 days (Zwart & Bastiaanssen, 2007). Also, Du et al. estimated ET on Sanjiang 

plain in China using 12 MODIS images (Du et al., 2013). The difference between the actual daily ET and the 

measurement performed by Eddy Covariance was reported as an average of 10.5%. 

Urmia Lake, largest lake in the Middle East and the sixth-largest saltwater lake on Earth, has shrunk 

dramatically in the last two decades mainly because of the increasing agricultural water consumption in 

the basin (Figure A1) (Moghim & Javadian, 2017; Youneszadeh, Javadian, et al., 2018; Youneszadeh, Sima, 

et al., 2018). Hesami and Amini demonstrated that the total irrigated area in the basin increased by 20% 

between 1989 and 2000 and the water use change in the area was 35%. In arid and semi-arid regions, water 

used for irrigation is highly correlated with evapotranspiration (Hesami & Amini, 2016). Various studies 

have been conducted on the estimation of actual ET in the Urmia Lake Basin. In a study by Iran Water 

Research Institute, the actual ET was estimated using the SEBAL algorithm and the NOAA-AVHRR images 

on an annual scale for a dry and wet periods and it was shown that SEBAL can perform well with different 

satellites (Iran_Water_Research_Institute, 2006). In another study, the SEBAL algorithm used for estimating 

water budget in the Lake Urmia basin (Bagheri et al., 2017). The output was that SEBAL algorithm works 

well for this purpose (Bagheri et al., 2017). Estimating agricultural water consumption in the Lake Urmia 

basin is an important issue. Taheri et al. estimated actual ET in the Lake Urmia basin from METRIC, in 

order to estimate the agricultural irrigation water requirement. They found that all climatic factors and 

human activities in the Lake Urmia basin led to increase in agricultural water consumption (Taheri et al., 

2019). 

Most of energy balance models such as METRIC require thermal infrared band taken from cloud-free 

and corrected images to produce land surface temperature maps (Jia et al., 2009). As a result, cloudy images 

reduce the accuracy in the results. The ETLook algorithm uses soil moisture extracted from the passive 

microwave sensor instead of the land surface temperature. Microwave data provide surface information 

even in cloudy days, because they are less affected by cloud cover (Leung et al., 1977). Few studies have 

been conducted on this algorithm. Bastiaanssen et al. introduced ETLook in the Indus basin (Bastiaanssen 

et al., 2012). The results showed that the algorithm has a good accuracy in these areas and even shows up 

great on cloudy days. 

The United Nations World Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) developed the “Free Access 

Water Productivity System “, aims to cover countries that are facing water crisis in Africa and the Middle 

East. Actual ET from WaPOR is one of the most important products of this system, which provides an 

annual and 10-day spatial mapping with 250 m pixel size for the 2009–2016 period using the ETLook 

algorithm (http://www.fao.org/in-action/remote-sensing-for-water-productivity/wapor/). Since the public 

http://www.fao.org/in-action/remote-sensing-for-water-productivity/wapor/
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availability of WaPOR product (i.e., 2017), we are not aware of any published evaluation study over the 

Middle East and Africa, although such studies are urgently needed given the large uncertainties of ET 

estimates over these regions and the need for alternative estimates.  

Given that METRIC approach has been a popular method to estimate actual ET over Urmia Lake basin, 

comparison of METRIC with WaPOR can shed light onto differences that WaPOR might bring to actual ET 

analysis over the region. In this study, we first calculate the actual ET values using the METRIC algorithm 

applied to MODIS images for the Urmia Lake Basin in year 2010 (representing a dry year in the basin) and 

2014 (representing a normal year), and then these values are compared with the actual ET of WaPOR 

product in the Lake Urmia basin and the differences between them are analyzed as a function of elevation, 

land cover, and sub-basin. We used the only available lysimeter over the study region and water 

consumption measurements in an irrigation network system to complement our analysis. 

2. Materials and Methods  

2.1. Study Area 

The Urmia Lake basin in the northwest of Iran is located at the coordinates of 44°13′ to 47°53′ E and 

41°35′ to 38°30′ N. Based on the division of the country’s basin area, the Urmia Lake basin is one of the six 

main basin areas of the country. The total area of the basin is 51,758 km2, about half of the province of West 

Azerbaijan, a large part of the province of East Azerbaijan and part of Kurdistan province (Figure 1). Water, 

urban, rangeland, cropland and barren include 7, 1, 79, 10 and 2 percent of the entire basin respectively 

(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 1. (a) Iran extent and (b) Urmia Lake and its basin boundary. 
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Figure 2. Landuse map of the Urmia Lake basin. 

The vast part of the Urmia Lake basin is plain and located at an altitude between 1280 and 2000 m. As 

a result, the climatic conditions of this area, such as the characteristics of mid-latitudes, are relatively 

moderate with cold winters and mild summers. The average annual precipitation and air temperature in 

the basin are about 350 mm and 12 °C, respectively (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Total annual precipitation and average annual temperature time series of the Urmia synoptic 

station. 
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2.2. Datasets 

2.2.1. Ground Data 

The ground data used in this study are obtained from the Urmia Synoptic Station meteorological data 

(for 2010 and 2014; Figure 4). The synoptic-station data used in this study include daily minimum, 

maximum and average air temperature (°C), wind speed (m/s), vapor pressure (bar), air pressure (bar), 

relative humidity (percent), and the sunshine hours (hour). 

 

Figure 4. Location of synoptic stations. 

2.2.2. Satellite Data 

In this study, a number of MODIS products (between two to four images per month), along with land 

data throughout the year, have been used for retrieving ET using METRIC. Table 1 shows a list of data 

received from the EARTHDATA portal (https://earthdata.nasa.gov/). Due to the need for cloud-free images 

in the METRIC algorithm, all images that have more than 5% cloudiness in the entire basin from April to 

October and 20% cloudiness from November to March were discarded. Larger errors are expected in 

identifying cloud-free images in the cold months than warm months. Therefore, the threshold for the cold 

months are further relaxed. The fraction of cloudiness was obtained from MOD10A2 product. 

Table 1. Inputs of energy balance algorithm with spatial and temporal resolution. 

Data Product ID Format 
Temporal 

Res. 

Spatial 

Res. 

Land Surface Temperature (LST) MOD11L2 Raster 5 min 1 km 

Leaf Area Index (LAI) MCD15A3 Raster 4-day 1 km 

Normalized Difference Vegetation 

Index (NDVI) 
MOD13A2 Raster 16-day 1 km 

Reflectance (all of band) 
MOD02 & 

MOD09 
Raster 

5 min and 

daily 
1 km 

2.2.3. Precipitation Map 

https://earthdata.nasa.gov/
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Precipitation data is used for comparison of annual ET and annual precipitation in rainfed areas. The 

annual precipitation map is made by Cokriging method which used to interpolate 154 stations data. We 

use DEM layer (due to the rugged topography of the basin) and TRMM 3B43 V7 rainfall data (due to 

inappropriate distribution of ground stations and their accumulation in the foothills and slopes) as 

supplementary data to improve precipitation maps. The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), a 

joint mission of NASA and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, was launched in 1997 to study rainfall 

for different purposes like hydrological and weather research (Y. Chen et al., 2013). In TRMM 3B43 V7, 

Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) monthly rain gauge data are used for bias correction (Y. 

Chen et al., 2013). The temporal and spatial resolution of this product are monthly and 0.25° degree 

respectively from the latitude 50° N to 50° S (Y. Chen et al., 2013). 

2.2.4. Land Use/Land Cover Map 

One of the parameters influencing the ET and hydrological cycle is land use in the basin. In order to 

compare the ET, knowledge of the land type is essential. In this study, Land type map of Iran Water 

Research Institute (2013) was used to understand different uses and evaluate ET in different areas. 

2.3. METRIC  

In the METRIC model, the actual ET rate is calculated using satellite imagery (in this study, MODIS 

sensor), meteorological data, and surface energy balance equation. The Earth’s energy balance is estimated 

using Equation (1): 

λET =  R𝑛  −  G −  H (1) 

In the above equation, λET is the latent heat flux of ET (W/m2), R𝑛 is the net radiation flux at the surface 

(W/m2), G is the ground heat flux (W/m2) and H is the sensible heat flux to the atmosphere (W/m2). The 

components of the equation of energy balance are described below. 

2.3.1. Net Radiation (Rn) 

The net radiation flux at ground level (Rn) is calculated using the following equation (R. G. Allen et 

al., 2007): 

R𝑛  =  (1 −  α) R𝑠 ↓  + R𝐿 ↓  − R𝐿 ↑ − (1 − ε0) R𝐿 ↓ (2) 

In which R𝑛 is net radiation, R𝑠 ↓  is the shortwave incoming solar radiation, R𝐿 ↓ is longwave 

downward radiation and R𝐿 ↑ is upward longwave radiation (all of the above parameters are in W/m2). α 

and ε0 are albedo and surface emissivity respectively which are unitless (R. G. Allen et al., 2007). 

2.3.2. Ground Heat Flux (G) 

The heat flux of the ground is the rate of heat storage in the soil and crop due to the heat transfer. 

METRIC first estimates the 
G

Rn
 ratio using the empirical relationship (Equation (3)) presented by 

Bastiaanssen (Bastiaanssen, 2000): 

𝐺

𝑅𝑛

= 𝑇𝑠/𝛼(0.0038𝛼 + 0.0074𝛼2)(1 − 0.98𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼4) (3) 

where 𝑇𝑠 is the unmodified surface temperature (°K), α surface albedo and 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 vegetation index (R. G. 

Allen et al., 2007). 

2.3.3. Sensible Heat Flux (H) 
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The sensible heat flux is the transfer of heat caused by the difference in temperature through 

convection and transmission. The relationship used to compute this term is as follows (R. G. Allen et al., 

2007): 

𝐻 = (𝜌 × 𝐶𝑣 × 𝑑𝑇)/𝑟𝑎ℎ (4) 

where 𝜌 is the air density (kg/m3), 𝐶𝑣 is the specific heat at a given pressure (1004 J. kg−1.K−1), 𝑑𝑇, the air 

temperature difference (K) between the two heights of 0.1 and 2 m according to the METRIC instruction, 

𝑟𝑎ℎ  is the aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer (Sday.m−1) (R. G. Allen et al., 2007). The solution of 

Equation (4) is difficult due to the existence of two unknown parameters 𝑟𝑎ℎ and 𝑑𝑇. To facilitate this 

calculation, two “cold” and “hot” pixels (in which H can be predicted and dT estimated) are used. The 

“cold” pixel should be irrigated in a humid place, selected with full vegetation on the ground. In this pixel, 

it is assumed that the land surface temperature and the air temperature are close. The “hot” pixel should 

be selected in a dry, non-evaporating area. In this research, we tried to select these two pixels by considering 

statistical techniques, ground observations, NDVI, LAI and LST layers (Table 2) following the method 

described in Kjaersgaard et al. (Kjaersgaard et al.). 

Table 2. Statistical approach for automated cold and hot pixel selection based on Kjaersgaard et al. 

(Kjaersgaard et al.). 

Anchor Pixel Step No Procedure 

Cold 

1 
Select the top 5% NDVI pixels within a predefined and filtered 

Area of Interest (AOI) 

2 
From the group in (1), calculate the average temperature among 

the coldest 20% of Ts 

3 
Cold pixel candidates are pixels that have a Ts within ± 0.2 K of 

the average Ts from (2) and an albedo within ± 0.02 

4 
One pixel is selected from the group in (3) based on the 

homogeneity among its neighboring pixels 

Hot 

1 
Select the lowest 10% NDVI pixels within a predefined and 

filtered Area of Interest (AOI). 

2 
From the group in (1) calculate the average temperature among 

the hottest 20% Ts. 

3 

One pixel is selected from the group in (2) that has a Ts ± 0.2 K 

of the average Ts and has high homogeneity among neighboring 

pixels 

2.3.4. Actual ET  

The instantaneous actual ET value can be estimated by below equation (R. G. Allen et al., 2007): 

𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 = 3600
𝜆𝐸𝑇

𝜆𝜌𝑤

 (5) 

where 𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡  is the instantaneous actual ET (mm/h), 3600 conversion units of time from seconds to hours, 

λ latent heat for evaporation of one kilogram of water (J/kg) and 𝜌𝑤  is the water density (equivalent to 1000 

Kg.m−3). 𝜆𝐸𝑇 (W/m2) denotes the latent heat flux of evaporation, which according to Equation (1) is obtained 

from the difference between G and H from Rn. 

Steps to convert the amount of ET to the seasonal period are as follows: 

1. Determine the length of the desired season 
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2. Determine the period which each satellite image (in that season) is representative of that number of 

days (regarding maximum cloudiness of 5% in the entire basin from April to October and 20% from 

November to March) 

3. Calculate cumulative ETr for the period specified in the previous step (equal to the sum of daily ETr 

values during this time period  

4. Calculate cumulative actual ET in each period when it is done according to the following equation:  

𝐸𝑇𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 = 𝐸𝑇𝑟𝐹𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 × ∑ 𝐸𝑇𝑟−24

𝑛

1

 (6) 

where 𝐸𝑇𝑟−24  is the daily ETr, 𝑛 the number of days of the time period and 𝐸𝑇𝑟𝐹𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑  represents the ETrF 

in that period, calculated from the following equation: 

𝐸𝑇𝑟𝐹𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑  =
𝐸𝑇

𝐸𝑇𝑟

 (7) 

2.4. ETLook 

In the ETLook algorithm, the leaf area index is considered separately in calculating the radiation flux 

related to the soil and the flux of the canopy section. Two types of resistance (surface and aerodynamic 

resistance) in the Penman–Monteith equation for soil and canopy are also considered, and the outputs of 

the model include soil evaporation, transpiration and interception. This model has a high sensitivity to soil 

moisture data, while the METRIC one-source algorithm is more sensitive to surface temperature (LST) 

(Bastiaanssen et al., 2012). The ETLook algorithm is a two-source model and surface soil moisture is used 

for the estimation of evaporation, and a parameterization is introduced to compute subsoil moisture 

content for the determination of transpiration which are shown in Figure 5, Equations (8) and (9) 

(Bastiaanssen et al., 2012). Actual evapotranspiration is calculated by adding evaporation to transpiration 

(Bastiaanssen et al., 2012).  

 

Figure 5. Conceptual diagram of ETLook algorithm(FAO, 2018). 
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𝐸 =

∆(𝑅𝑛,𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙 − 𝐺) +  𝜌𝑐𝑝(
∆𝑒

𝑟𝑎,𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙
)

∆ + 𝛾(1 +
𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙

𝑟𝑎,𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙
)

 (8) 

 𝑇 =

∆(𝑅𝑛,𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑦) +  𝜌𝑐𝑝(
∆𝑒

𝑟𝑎,𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑦
)

∆ + 𝛾(1 +
𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑦

𝑟𝑎,𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑦
)

  (9) 

where E and T are evaporation and transpiration, respectively, in W/m−2, ∆ (mbar K−1) is the slope of the 

saturation vapor pressure curve, ∆𝑒  (mbar) is vapor pressure deficit, which is the difference between the 

saturation vapor content and the actual vapor content, 𝑅𝑛,𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙  and 𝑅𝑛,𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑦 (both in W/m−2) are the net 

radiations at soil and canopy, respectively; 𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙  and 𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑝𝑦  (both in s/m) are aerodynamic resistances for 

soil and canopy, respectively. 

In the WaPOR product, surface soil moisture is obtained from the Advanced Microwave Scanning 

Radiometer (AMSR-E) on the Aqua satellite.  

Detailed methodology of the ETLook algorithm is described in Bastiaanssen et al. (Bastiaanssen et al., 

2012).  

In this study, firstly, the obtained cloud-free MODIS images were used for running METRIC model, 

and then these values are compared with the actual ET of WaPOR product in the Lake Urmia basin and the 

differences between them are analyzed as a function of elevation, land cover, and sub-basin. Furthermore, 

we used the only available lysimeter over the study region and water consumption measurements in an 

irrigation network system to complement our analysis. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Validation of ET with In-Situ Data 

3.1.1. Lysimeter 

We had limited access to one lysimeter station inside the research farm of Tabriz University, of those 

only four days of year 2010 were comparable (Figure 6). The results of measured actual ET at the lysimeter 

station, the calculated data in the production maps by the METRIC algorithm and the output data from the 

WaPOR ET maps are shown in Table 3. Comparison of the results shows that lysimetric values are 

comparable with the values calculated by the METRIC algorithm using MODIS, while a significant 

difference is observed by comparing the lysimer ET with that obtained from the WaPOR product. The 

Differences could exceed 90% (27 May), suggesting that WaPOR significantly underestimates ET, 

compared to both lysimeter and METRIC estimate. 

It should be noted that the lysimeter in the farm is only 70 square meters, while the pixel area of the 

METRIC algorithm is one square kilometer and the area of the WaPOR pixel is 62,500 square meters. This 

difference causes the effect of significant pixel mixing, but given the fact that the lysimeter is surrounded 

by alfalfa, it can be almost acceptable for validation analysis. 
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Figure 6. Lysimeter photo taken in the year 2018. 

Table 3. Comparison between ETa of Tabriz lysimeter and the products (mm/day). 

Date  Lysimeter ET METRIC ET WaPOR ET 

27 May 2010 5 4.7 0.4 

3 June 2010 4.1 3.8 1.3 

9 July 2010 10.5 8.1 1.9 

30 July 2010 2.2 3.1 1.5 

3.1.2. Irrigation Network 

There is an irrigation network in South part of the Lake Urmia which called Zarrinerood irrigation 

network (Figure 7). The amount of annual water allocation and water consumption for each zone were 

measured in year 2014 by Yekom consulting engineers. Furthermore, the irrigation efficiency in this 

irrigation network is about 50%. In this study, we assumed that the 50% of total water consumption is turn 

into ET. Half of the annual water consumption for each zone is compared with annual ET of WaPOR and 

METRIC (Figure 8). 

Relative RMSE (RMSE divided by the average observed) values for ETw and ETm are 16% and 14%, 

respectively. ETw underestimates and ETm overestimates the observed values, but in general, the 

difference between them and the observed values in these areas is assessed as acceptable compared to 

general uncertainty in estimation of ET. The amount of real water consumed in these areas is likely greater 

than the reported values, mainly due to unauthorized pumping that are not reported. This suggest that 

ETm may provide a more realistic estimate of water consumed in the Zarrinerood irrigation network than 

ETw. 
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Figure 7. (a) Location of Zarrinerood irrigation network, (b) Zones of Zarrinerood irrigation network. 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of WaPOR and METRIC agricultural water consumption with real measurements in 

million cubic meters (MCM). 

3.2. Comparison of Actual ET from METRIC Algorithm and WaPOR Product  

The map of ET in the Urmia Lake basin is shown in Figure 9 based on the WaPOR and the METRIC 

estimates for the years 2010 and 2014. The ET values in the METRIC algorithm (hereafter is referred to as 

ETm) are generally greater than ET from WaPOR product (hereafter is referred to as ETw), and the 

maximum differences of ETm and ETw are mainly over rangelands (Figure 9). In the spatial survey, it is 

also obvious that the difference between ETm and ETw is largest in the east side of the lake compared to 

other regions, and the least difference is in the plains south of the lake. 

Moreover, the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) over Urmia lake basin in year 2014 

(Figure 10), suggests that there is a good consistency between the high-ET pixels and high-NDVI pixels. 

This follows our expectation that higher-ET occurs over more vegetated regions. 
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Figure 9. Actual ET from: (a) WaPOR in 2010, (b) WaPOR in 2014, (c) METRIC in 2010 and (d) METRIC in 

2014. 
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Figure 10. Monthly averaged of NDVI in year 2014 by MODIS product. 

 

Figure 11. Relative difference of annual ET between WaPOR and METRIC in Urmia lake basin (
𝐸𝑇𝑚−𝐸𝑇𝑤

𝐸𝑇𝑤
) in 

year: (a) 2010 and (b) 2014, (c) DEM. 

Figure 9 and Figure 11 suggest that there is likely an elevation dependence on the ET rates of each 

product as well as their differences.  

Table 4 shows mean of relative difference between the ETm and ETw as a function of surface elevation 

from sea level for 2010 and 2014. The elevation ranges are defined based on equality in total number of 

pixels in each class. ETw shows lower values than ETm at all elevation ranges. The ET differences for the 

both years generally increase with elevation. 

Table 4. Relative difference of average ET between WaPOR and METRIC in different elevations (2010 & 

2014). 

Elevation 

Ranges (m) 

Average of Relative Spatial Difference 

between METRIC & WaPOR in 2010 

Average of Relative Spatial Difference 

between METRIC & WaPOR in 2014 

1235–1400 1.12 1.08 

1400–1600 1.23 1.31 

1600–1800 3.61 4.12 

1800–2000 4.79 4.05 

2000–2200 4.23 3.85 
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Histograms of the mean annual ET values of the two products are shown in Figure 12, separately for 

2010 and 2014. The mean annual ETm is about 417 mm in 2010 and 458 mm in 2014, much higher than ETw, 

which is 260 mm in 2010 and 197 mm in 2014. The histograms also show that there are more extreme values 

in ETm in comparison to ETw. It means that for METRIC, high-ET pixels is as much as low-ET pixels. Given 

that low-ET and high-ET pixels are usually related to arid and irrigated lands respectively, and irrigated 

lands cover a relatively small fraction of Lake Urmia basin, one may find the ETw histogram (having lower 

frequency of intense ET) more reasonable than the ETm histogram.  

 

Figure 12. Histogram of annual ET (2010 & 2014). 

3.3. Spatial and Temporal Comparison  

Figure 13 shows monthly average ET rates from ETm and ETw over Urmia lake basin for 2010 and 

2014. In most of the months, ETw is lower than ETm, especially for cold months. Precipitation rate in 2010 

(290 mm) is lower than 2014 (362 mm), but both are larger than annual mean ET from WaPOR (260 mm in 

2010 and 197 mm in 2014). Knowing that about 8% of the basin is irrigated, METRIC seems to provide a 

more reasonable annual ET rate (417 mm in 2010 and 458 mm in 2014) than WaPOR product. In contrast to 

ETw, ETm has larger ET rate in 2014 than 2010, which is consistent with changes in precipitation rate. 

The monthly ET rate plot (Figure 13a) shows that there is a significant difference between WaPOR and 

METRIC in May of 2010, which might be related to soil moisture increase in response to increase in rainfall 

rate in March-May of 2010 compared to the similar period in 2014 (Figure 14) ETLook uses soil moisture as 

the main input; so, it would be more sensitive to soil moisture in comparison to METRIC. In contrast, 

METRIC uses cloud-free images, thus during a rainy month ETm may not be trusted. This may justify why 

ETm is lower than ETw in May of 2010. In contrast, there is a spike in precipitation in October of 2014, yet 

ETw is less than ETm. October is at the end of the growing season, displaying lower NDVI than May (Figure 

10). In lack of any major withdrawing for irrigation uses, intense rainfall events can entirely contribute to 

runoff and quickly drain into the Lake Urmia, resulting in a little effect on ET rates compared to that 

observed in October. 
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Figure 13. Average ET in Urmia lake basin in year: (a) 2010 and (b) 2014. 

 

Figure 14. Monthly precipitation in Urmia weather station. 

ET rates were also compared at four main sub-basins of the Urmia lake basin: Miandoab, Urmia, 

Naghadeh-Oshnavieh and Sarab sub-basin (Figure 1). These 4 sub-basins are the most irrigated regions of 

the basin (Figure 1). Agriculture lands of the Miandoab and Urmia sub-basin shows higher ET in 

comparison to Sarab and Naghadeh-Oshnavieh in all months (Figure 15). Also, the ET of Urmia sub-basin 

(717 mm) is higher than Miandoab (702 mm). In addition to the slight difference between the ET values of 

these two sub-basins, the ET ratio in different months is approximately the same in annual amounts in 

these two sub-basins, and as the crop moves to the growing season, it reaches the highest level in July. The 
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sub-basin of Sarab, with its 413-mm maximum ET, has the least ET among the four sub-basins but it has 

the highest difference between two methods mainly because this sub-basin has high elevation in 

comparison to others (Figure 11c). However, ETm peaks for the agricultural lands of the Miandoab, 

Naghadeh–Oshnavieh, Urmia and Sarab sub-basins are 777, 754, 731, and 519 mm, respectively, which are 

far from ETw. 

The rusults on the difference between the monthly ETw and ETm showed that the least difference was 

in the Miandoab plain and the highest difference was observed in the sub-basin of the Sarab. Furthermore, 

only in the Urmia region, ETw is more than ETm. In the other three sub-basins, the METRIC algorithm 

typically has higher values in all months.  

Furthermore, the effect of frequent rainfall events on May 2010 is more serious in Sarab sub-basin 

which is located in highlands (Figures 14 and 15). This suggests that the water consumption of lowland 

sub-basins (Urmia and Miandoab) is not significantly affected by precipitation change. 

 

Figure 15. Average monthly ET in agricultural landuse in Urmia lake sub-basins in year 2010: (a) Miandoab, 

(b) Urmia, (c) Sarab, (d) Naghade–Oshnavie (mm/month). 

3.4. Evaluation of Differences in Rainfed Agriculture Areas 
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In irrigated lands, the actual amount of ET can be several times larger than the total annual rainfall. In 

contrast, ET is expected to be small in non-irrigated mountainous ranges, partly because of the high slope 

of the land. However, annual ET cannot exceed annual precipitation in cultivated lands that are not 

irrigated by wells or rivers. According to Wang et al., ET often has a value of about 0.6 to 0.7 of precipitation 

(Wang et al., 2008). Also, due to the fact that these lands are located mostly on mild slopes and are expected 

to have good moisture potential, so they can be a good representative for validating ET (Gan et al., 2019). 

In other words, rainfed agriculture areas can be a good representative for validating ET because they are 

located between high and low elevated lands. 

Figure 16 compares maps of annual precipitation minus annual actual ET rates from ETm and ETw 

for years 2010 and 2014 over rainfed lands. The ETw annual rates in 2010 and 2014 are 104 and 135 mm less 

than the corresponding annual precipitation rates (290 mm and 362 mm, respectively). In contrast, the 

average annual rates of ETm in 2010 and 2014 exceed the total annual precipitation by 100 and 170 mm, 

respectively. This suggests that METRIC is unrealistically high over rainfed regions while WaPOR 

estimates are reasonable. The reason for this unrealistic amount of ETm in rainfed lands might be due to 

the effect of soil moisture. Over these lands, LST is decreased by crops, consequently, the ETm would be 

high but it cannot completely distinguish a rainfed land from an irrigated land because it does not have 

soil moisture component in the model. 

 

Figure 16. Map of annual precipitation minus annual ET over rainfed agriculture calculated from: (a) 

METRIC algorithm for 2010, (b) WaPOR product for 2010, (c) METRIC algorithm for 2014 and (d) WaPOR 

product for 2014. 
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4. Concluding Remarks 

Overconsumption of water for agriculture can cause serious problems in arid and semi-arid regions. 

A good example of such regions is Lake Urmia, which has significantly been shrunk in recent years due to 

increase in agricultural water consumption. Water consumption is well correlated with ET, thus improved 

estimate of ET can provide valuable information on water consumption planning and management. In this 

study, we compared the actual ET maps from two high resolution ET products (the WaPOR product, 

derived from the ETLook algorithm, and ET from the METRIC algorithm) over the Lake Urmia basin for 

year 2010 and 2014. METRIC algorithm has commonly been used over this region using MODIS images, it 

is important to quantify the differences between ET estimates from the newly available high resolution 

WaPOR product (i.e., 250 m spatial resolution) and METRIC, the results of which can add valuable insights 

onto hydrologic studies over the region. ETLook calculates ET using microwave images, so has no gap 

under cloudy conditions. This two-source algorithm has a high sensitivity to soil moisture data, while the 

METRIC one-source algorithm is more sensitive to land surface temperature (LST).  

The maps produced by the WaPOR were found to be more realistic than the METRIC estimate (derived 

using MODIS images) in terms of temporal and spatial scales, potentially due to the ability of the ETLook 

algorithm to calculate ET in cloudy conditions using microwave images. Furthermore, we found that the 

ET rates from the WaPOR product are much smaller than the ET rates calculated from the METRIC 

algorithm in most part of the basin, especially over rangelands. By moving from low to high elevations, 

this difference tends to increase in both years. The temporal and spatial analysis of the results in the sub-

basins of Lake Urmia basin indicates that the difference in the Miandoab plain (lowland sub-baisn) is lower 

than the other plains studied and the highest difference is in the Sarab plain that can be due to the elevation 

changes of the sub-basin and the sensitivity of production maps to changes in levels. Assessment of ET 

over precipitation ratio in rainfed agriculture areas indicates that METRIC produces unrealistically high 

ET (i.e., annual ET/P >1), but WaPOR produces a more realistic ET rates (i.e., annual ET/P <1).  

Moreover, using the limited lysimeter data over the city of Tabriz, 80 km west of Lake Urmia, it was 

found that ET from METRIC algorithm matches lysimter measurements with no more than 19% difference, 

while in average WaPOR underestimates the ET rates by 71%. However, the outcomes of this comparison 

could be affected by large differences between footprint sizes of the METRIC estimates from MODIS (i.e., 

1 km × 1 km), WaPOR product (i.e, 250 m ×250 m), and lysimeter (i.e., 70 m2). Lastly, by using reports of 

annual water consumption rates in an irrigation network South of Lake Urmia, we found that WaPOR and 

METRIC slightly under- and over-estimate ET rates. Knowing that water consumption reports do not 

account for unauthorized pumping, it was concluded that METRIC’s estimate is likely more realistic than 

that from WaPOR. 

In a warming climate most lakes, especially those in arid and semi-arid regions are going through 

significant changes due to combination of natural responses (e.g., lower relative humidity, higher vapor 

pressure deficit, etc.) (Behrangi et al., 2016; Behrangi et al., 2015; Sherwood & Fu, 2014) and anthropogenic 

activities (e.g., surface and ground water extraction for agriculture, etc.). This heightens the need for more 

accurate measurements of regional water and energy cycle components for planning, prediction, and 

mitigation of negative social and environmental aspect of such changes. ET has remained one of the mostly 

poor measured component of water and energy cycle in most regions of the world, a good example of 

which is Lake Urmia and Aral Sea (Singh et al., 2018). It is hoped that the new generation of instruments 

(e.g., ECOSTRESS (Hulley et al., 2017), among others) can provide more reliable estimate of ET regionally 

and globally. 
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Figure A1. Mean annual NDVI over Urmia lake basin. 
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Abstract: Irrigated croplands require large annual water inputs and are critical to global food production. 

Actual evapotranspiration (AET) is a main index of water use in croplands, and several remote-sensing 

products have been developed to quantify AET at the global scale. In this study, we estimate global trends 

in actual AET, potential ET (PET), and precipitation rate (PP) utilizing the MODIS Evapotranspiration 

product (2001-2018) within the Google Earth Engine cloud-computing environment. We then introduce a 

new index based on a combination of AET, PET, and PP estimates—the evapotranspiration warning index 

(ETWI)—which we use to evaluate the sustainability of observed AET trends. We show that while AET 

has not considerably changed across global natural lands, it has significantly increased across global 

croplands (+14% +/- 5%). The average ETWI for global croplands is -0.40 +/- 0.25, which is largely driven 

by an extreme trend in AET, exceeding both PET and PP trends. Furthermore, the trends in water and 

energy limited areas demonstrate, on a global scale, while AET and PET do not have significant trends in 

both water and energy limited areas, the increasing trend of PP in energy-limited areas is more than water-

limited areas. Averaging cropland ETWI trends at the country level further revealed nonsustainable 

trends in cropland water consumptions in Thailand, Brazil, and China. These regions were also found to 

experiencing some of the largest increases in net primary production (NPP) and solar-induced 

fluorescence (SIF), suggesting that recent increases in food production may be dependent on 

unsustainable water inputs. Globally, irrigated maize was found to be associated with nonsustainable 

AET trends relative to other crop types. We present an online open access application designed to enable 

near real-time monitoring and improve the understanding of global water consumption and availability. 

Keywords: evapotranspiration; trend; croplands; Google Earth Engine; sustainability; MODIS 

evapotranspiration product; energy-limited and water-limited; solar-induced fluorescence (SIF); maize 

water consumption; water stress. 

 

1. Introduction 

Along with the increasing global temperature, evidence from the changes of precipitation (Becker et 

al., 2013; Westra et al., 2013), runoff (R. Alkama et al., 2011; Milly et al., 2005), and soil moisture (Dai, 2013; 

Sheffield & Wood, 2008) suggests that the hydrological cycle has been intensified in many regions of the 
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world during the past decades. As the only connecting component between water balance and energy 

balance and due to the complex interactions between soil, water, vegetation, and atmosphere, actual 

evapotranspiration is perhaps the most complicated component of the hydrological cycle (Fisher et al., 

2017; Fisher et al., 2011). Global land ET returns about 60% of the annual land precipitation to the 

atmosphere (Oki & Kanae, 2006).  

Global warming, due to a combination of natural or anthropogenic changes, has raised questions 

about the behavior of AET as the climate warms (Mao et al., 2015). At a global scale, Jung et al. (2010) 

concluded that global annual AET increased on average by 7.1 millimeters per year per in the decade from 

1982 to 1997, and then stabilized. Y. Zhang et al. (2016) also used a well-validated diagnostic model to 

estimate the daily AET during 1981–2012. They found that, during this period, ET over land has increased 

significantly, which has been mainly caused by increases in transpiration from vegetation and vaporization 

of intercepted rainfall from vegetation. Furthermore, Anabalón and Sharma (2017) investigated PET and 

AET trends of global model datasets over two time periods: from 2003 to 2012 (short term) and from 1980 

to 2012 (multidecadal) and found positive significant PET trends but nonsignificant changes over the more 

recent short-term period. 

AET is important for irrigation scheduling and developing water use efficiency in agricultural areas 

due to the significant relationship between soil water depletion and the evapotranspiration rate (R. Allen 

et al., 1998; Javadian, Behrangi, Gholizadeh, et al., 2019; Javadian, kordi, et al., 2019). Therefore, 

investigating AET in croplands is crucial both at local and global scales. Feng et al. (2017) evaluated ET in 

34 eddy covariance (EC) sites over the world. They found that the interannual ET slightly increased during 

1982-2009 across the global cropland ecosystem (Feng et al., 2017). Although acceleration or intensification 

of the hydrological cycle with global warming is a long-standing paradigm in climate research, a 

comprehensive focus on the ET trend in global croplands is still lacking. 

There are several drought indices based on the ET concept, which has been used for long-term ET 

monitoring (Golian et al., 2019; Javadian, Behrangi, & Sorooshian, 2019). Palmer (1965) used a two-layer 

bucket model to explore the monthly water supply and demand by accounting for precipitation, AET, 

runoff, and antecedent soil water status. Crop-specific drought index (CSDI), using temperature, 

precipitation, and ET, provides daily estimates of soil water availability for different zones and soil layers 

(Meyer et al., 1993). Evapotranspiration deficit index (ETDI) using soil moisture and ET considers the water 

stress ratio in its calculation, and provides weekly values which reflect short-term dry conditions 

(Narasimhan & Srinivasan, 2005). Yao et al. (2010) used the deviation of the AET to PET ratio from unity to 

define the evaporative drought index (EDI). Then, Mu et al. (2012) used the ratio of AET to PET in a robust 

statistical approach as an indicator of terrestrial water availability and associated wetness or drought in 

their drought severity index (DSI). Martha C. Anderson et al. (2016) defined the evaporative stress index 

(ESI) as an indicator of agricultural drought that describes anomalies in the AET/PET ratio, retrieved using 

remotely sensed inputs of land surface temperature (LST) and leaf area index (LAI). While these indices 

have significant merits in detecting drought in different ways, they only provide little information about 

changes in AET, especially in croplands, because they are mainly designed to detect different types of 

droughts by combing some variables. They do not provide robust information to explore the sustainability 

of AET trends in a specific region, which is crucial for proper water resources management. This study tries 

to focus on AET changes on croplands by introducing a new index titled the “evapotranspiration warning 

index (ETWI)”. 

The aim of this study is to investigate global ET trends in croplands and their relationships with other 

variables. In this study, firstly, spatial and temporal trends of AET, PET, and PP in global lands are 

investigated. Next, the trends are explored in natural lands and croplands specifically to determine the 

difference in trends between them. Then, trends in water and energy-limited areas are evaluated to explore 

the sensitivity of trends to water and energy-limited areas. Next, the world countries are classified based 

on their trends in croplands to distinguish sustainable and nonsustainable countries in AET trends by 
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introducing the ETWI. Then, the trends in global major crops are investigated separately for irrigated and 

rainfed crops to determine which major crop is nonsustainable the most in terms of the global AET trend. 

Additionally, to explore the relationship between sustainability and crop productivity, solar-induced 

fluorescence (SIF) is compared with the ETWI. Finally, using the Google Earth Engine (GEE), an interactive 

user-friendly online app is developed for monitoring of the regional trends in AET, PET, PP, and GPP over 

the global land. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Google Earth Engine 

Due to the global scale of this study, massive data analysis (i.e., about 4TB of input data and 10TB of 

intermediate results) is needed. Here, we used the GEE to minimize data downloading and to perform 

calculations using cloud computing. GEE is a cloudcomputing platform that is designed to store and process 

big datasets (even at a petabyte-scale) for analysis and further decision-making (Gorelick et al., 2017). 

The publicly accessible and user-friendly interface provides a convenient environment for interactive 

data and algorithm development. Additionally, users can import their own data, while using Google’s cloud 

collections to undertake all the processing. The end result is that this now allows scientists to mine this huge 

warehouse of data for many kinds of research in Earth science like never before (Mutanga & Kumar, 2019). 

Due to cloud-processing, users do not need large processing powers of the latest computers or the latest 

software, meaning that resource-poor researchers in the poorest nations of the world have the same ability to 

undertake analysis as those in the most advanced nations (Gorelick et al., 2017; Mutanga & Kumar, 2019). 

2.2. Methodology 

Considering the strong seasonal component of 8-day AET and PET and monthly PP products, first, all 

inputs converted to the annual scale from the year 2001 to 2018. By programming in GEE, we were able to do 

all analyses in the maximum resolution of each input, which is an advantage over previous studies (Anabalón 

& Sharma, 2017). The trend analysis for each pixel was done for AET, PET, and PP in 500m, 500m, and 4km, 

respectively, which are the best resolution of the products. For applying trend analysis, the first-order linear 

regression method selected which is the most unbiased method to the data. It should be mentioned that some 

barren lands like the Sahara in North Africa and deserts of Asia are excluded in this study because of the 

MODIS ET product coverage. Additionally, cropland grids in 500-m resolution were obtained by frequency 

analysis over annual croplands data (i.e., only grids identified as cropland for at least 4 years between 2001 

and 2018 were considered as cropland). Since the agricultural lands are often small is size and sparse, 

especially in arid and semi-arid lands, we performed our analysis at the highest possible resolution enabled 

by the available cropland mask and the computational strength offered by GEE. Note that the use of coarse-

resolution croplands can lead to significant errors, an important point that has not received enough attention 

in most previous studies on global croplands, partly due to the computational cost and unavailability of high-

resolution crop masks (Anabalón & Sharma, 2017; Feng et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2007; Y. Zhang et al., 2016). 

Using GEE, we were able to perform the entire analysis at 500m, the resolution of the MODIS cropland 

product. 

In this study, we introduce a new index based on a combination of AET, PET, and PP trends to determine 

the sustainability of AET trend, with respect to climate condition in each pixel. This index titled the 

“evapotranspiration warning index (ETWI)” is described in Equation (1). 

𝐸𝑇𝑊𝐼𝑖 =  
1

4
× {(−2 ×

𝑇𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑖

𝜎(𝑇𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑖)
) + (−1 ×

𝑇𝑃𝐸𝑇𝑖

𝜎(𝑇𝑃𝐸𝑇𝑖)
) + (+1 ×

𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑖

𝜎(𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑖)
)} (10) 
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where for pixel 𝑖, 𝐸𝑇𝑊𝐼𝑖  is the evapotranspiration warning index, 𝑇𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑖  is the slope of the annual AET linear 

regression trend, 𝑇𝑃𝐸𝑇𝑖  is the slope of the annual PET linear regression trend, 𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑖  is the slope of the annual 

PP linear regression trend, and 𝜎 is the standard deviation. The increasing trend in AET is not necessarily an 

index of nonsustainable water management in a region. 

In the ETWI equation, the terms for water loss (AET and PET) have negative signs, but PP has a positive, 

as it adds water to the system. The trends are divided by their standard deviation to avoid inclination of the 

index to any specific component, because the ranges of the variables are not the same. In case the trends are 

not divided by their standard deviation, the index would mainly follow the PP trend, because it has a higher 

interannual change. This process (standardization) allows us to compare the variables on the same scale. The 

weight of 𝑇𝐴𝐸𝑇𝑖  is twice, because the index is developed for AET, and it is the only anthropogenic variable in 

this equation. The AET forcing variables, which are PET and PP, should have the same weight after summing 

up to allow comparing AET and its forcing variables. As a result, the more negative value of ETWI means the 

more nonsustainable AET of croplands, which is an index of water use in croplands. In other words, the more 

negative value of ETWI gives us a warning in trends of water use of that cropland, because the changes in 

PET and PP were not enough to compensate for the increasing trend in AET. 

Further analysis is performed in water and energy limited areas to determine any convergence or 

divergence of trends between these two areas over the entire global land as well as cropland-only regions. 

The concepts of water-limited and energy-limited evaporation have long been used to investigate the role of 

evaporation in the water balance at both hydroclimatologic and agronomic areas and time scales (Budyko, 

1974; McVicar et al., 2012). The annual average (2001–2018) of the PP over the corresponding annual average 

PET is calculated for each pixel. Assuming that precipitation is the only source of water, areas where this ratio 

is >1.0 are named energy-limited (as AET is limited by energy, not water) and areas where the ratio is <1.0 are 

termed water-limited (AET is limited by water, not energy). 

We will also perform our analysis, separately for each country, and three major crop types (i.e., wheat, 

maize, and rice) of the world to add further perspectives on their sustainability of water use. Furthermore, 

we separate these crops into irrigated and rainfed classes, because they can show different responses to 

environment conditions. 

For connecting the trends to other variables, comparison analysis with other variables is done to find out 

any relationship with other global variable changes. 

Finally, an online public app in GEE will be introduced and made available, which can be used for 

comprehensive trend analysis, including those investigated in this paper (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The workflow of the study. AET: actual evapotranspiration, PET: potential ET, and PP: 

precipitation rate. 

3. Datasets 

The datasets used in this study are introduced in Table 1. The moderate resolution imaging 

spectroradiometer ET (MOD16) product (Mu et al., 2011) has AET and PET products. MOD16 AET product 

is based on the Penman-Monteith (P-M) equation (Penman & Keen, 1948), which includes inputs of daily 

meteorological reanalysis data along with MODIS data products like vegetation, albedo, and land cover. The 

MODIS PET product utilizes Priestley-Taylor (P-T) expression (Priestley & Taylor, 1972). 

TerraClimate is a high spatial-resolution dataset (1/24°, ~4-km) for global terrestrial surfaces from 1958–

present (Abatzoglou et al., 2018). TerraClimate uses climatically aided interpolation, combining high-spatial-

resolution climatological normals from the WorldClim dataset, with coarser resolution time-varying data 

from other datasets in order to produce a monthly dataset of precipitation (PP), maximum and minimum 

temperature, wind speed, vapor pressure, and solar radiation (Abatzoglou et al., 2018). Global coverage, high 

spatial resolution, and availability in GEE are the main factors for selecting this dataset for obtaining PP in 

this study. 

The Terra and Aqua MODIS Land Cover Type (MCD12Q1) Version 6 data product provides global land 

cover types at yearly intervals, derived from six different classification schemes (Friedl & Sulla-Menashe, 

2019). The MCD12Q1 Version 6 data product is based on supervised classifications of MODIS Terra and Aqua 

reflectance data (Friedl & Sulla-Menashe, 2019). Then, the supervised classifications undergo additional post-
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processing that incorporates prior knowledge and ancillary information to further refine specific classes 

(Friedl & Sulla-Menashe, 2019). In this study, the 500-m cropland class of this product is extracted for cropland 

analysis. 

MIRCA2000 is a Global data set of monthly irrigated and rainfed crop areas around the year 2000, 

providing irrigated and rainfed crop areas for 26 crop classes (Portmann et al., 2010). 

GOSIF is a new global ‘”OCO-2” SIF data set with high spatial and temporal resolutions based on a data-

driven approach (Xing Li & Xiao, 2019). The GOSIF product has reasonable seasonal cycles and captures the 

similar seasonality as the coarse-resolution OCO-2 SIF (1°), directly aggregated from the discrete OCO-2 

soundings, and tower-based GPP (Xing Li & Xiao, 2019). 

The MODIS gross primary production (GPP) product provides an accurate regular measure of the 

growth of the terrestrial vegetation (Running et al., 2015). Production is calculated by first computing a daily 

net photosynthesis value which is then composited over an 8-day interval of observations for a year (Running 

et al., 2015). 

Table 1. Datasets used in the study and their main characteristics. 

Dataset  
Spatial 

Resolution 
Temporal 
Resolution 

Spatial 
Coverage 

Temporal 
Coverage 

References 

MODIS AET  500m*500m 8-days 80°N-60°S 
2001-

Present 
Mu et al. (2011) 

MODIS PET  500m*500m 8-days 80°N-60°S 
2001-

Present 
Mu et al. (2011) 

TerraClimate PP  4km*4km Monthly 
Global 
lands 

1958-
Present 

Abatzoglou et al. 
(2018) 

MODIS landcover  500m*500m Yearly 
Global 
lands 

2000-2018 
Friedl and Sulla-
Menashe (2019) 

MIRCA2000 (Major 
croplands) 

 9.2km*9.2km - 
Global 
lands 

- 
Portmann et al. 

(2010) 
 GOSIF Solar Induced 

Fluorescence (SIF) 
 0.05°*0.05° Yearly 

Global 
lands 

2001-2017 
Xing Li and Xiao 

(2019) 
MODIS Gross Primary 

Product 
 500m*500m Yearly 

Global 
lands 

2001-
Present 

Running et al. 
(2015) 

Palmer Drought Severity 
Index (PDSI) 

 4km*4km Monthly 
Global 
lands 

1958-
Present 

Abatzoglou et al. 
(2018) 

MODIS Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index 

(NDVI) 
 500m*500m 16-days 80°N-60°S 

2001-
Present 

Didan (2015) 

MODIS Enhanced 
Vegetation Index (EVI) 

 500m*500m 16-days 80°N-60°S 
2001-

Present 
Didan (2015) 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Global Changes in AET, PET, and PP 

The annual trend of AET, PET, and PP in mm/year are demonstrated in Figure 2 The most significant 

increasing trends in AET are located in central South America, Southern Africa, and Eastern Asia (Figure 

2a). In contrast, north high latitudes and the amazon rainforest show a decreasing trend in AET (Figure 2a), 

which might be related to decreasing in PP and deforestation, respectively. Figure 2b shows a significant 

(p < 0.05) decrease in PET over wide regions in the tropics and Central Asia. On the other hand, an 

increasing trend in PET is observed over Europe and Central America. PP trend shows that PP is increasing 

in the Amazon rainforest and Southeastern Asia. Moreover, the PP trend is negative over Central Africa 
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(Figure 2c), consistent with the monthly trend analysis by Anabalón and Sharma (2017) using 15 years (2000 

to 2014) of PP data and (Golian et al., 2019) using different satellite and reanalysis precipitation products. 

The AET trends of (Y. Zhang et al., 2016) which are from 1981 to 2012 show consistent results with this 

study. 

 

 

Figure 2. The trend of (a) actual ET, (b) potential ET, and (c) precipitation; from 2001 to 2018 (mm/year). 

The mean global annual values of AET, PET, and PP demonstrate that there is no significant trend in 

mean global AET, and PET over land between 2001 and 2018 (Figure 3). In contrast, the PP has increased 

to 4.3 mm per year during this time period, which is not significant (p > 0.05) (Figure 3). The average global 

mean of AET, PET, and PP are 251, 312, and 756 mm/year, respectively. 
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Figure 3. Time series of the global annual mean for AET, PET, and PP. 

4.2. Global Changes in AET, PET, and PP for Natural Lands and Croplands 

The changes in AET, PET, and PP for natural lands explored by excluding croplands, urban areas, and 

water bodies from the whole globe. The results are pretty close to global results, because natural lands are 

the most dominant landcover (Figure 4). There is a nonsignificant decreasing trend in natural lands’ AET. 

 

Figure 4. Time series of the natural lands global annual mean for AET, PET, and PP. 
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We further focused our trend analysis on croplands due to their importance for food production. The 

trends of AET, PET, and PP in croplands were calculated, which is shown in Figure 5. For croplands, the 

average global mean of AET, PET, and PP are 469, 1598, and 756 mm/year, respectively, which are 1.8, 5.1, 

and 1 times more than that calculated over the entire global lands. While there is no significant trend in 

croplands PET and PP, AET demonstrates a significant increasing trend during the 18 years studied here 

(Figure 5). AET of the global cropland has increased by 3.5 mm/year (i.e., ~14%), much larger than the AET 

trend of the natural land. 

 

Figure 5. Time series of the croplands global annual mean for AET, PET, and PP. 

As noted in the methodology section, an increasing trend in AET is not necessarily an index of 

nonsustainable water management in a region, unless it is studied in the context of water balance. A 

combination of AET, PET, and PP can give us better information about water supply and demand. 

Therefore, ETWI was applied to croplands to consider the combined effect of these variables. The average 

value of ETWI for the global croplands is -0.40, suggesting that changes in PET and PP trends are not 

enough to compensate for the large increasing trend in AET. 

While ETWI is not a drought index, a correlation analysis between ETWI and the trend of PDSI, VPD, 

NDVI, and EVI was done to validate the approach of the ETWI. The average spatial correlation coefficient 

between ETWI and PDSI trends between 2001 and 2018 is 0.41. As negative values of both ETWI and PDSI 

relate to harmful effects, the correlation coefficient indicates ETWI is not far from PDSI, which is one of the 

popular agricultural drought indices that includes ET. Furthermore, the correlation coefficients between 

the ETWI index and other variables like VPD, NDVI and EVI, are—-0.33, -0.47, and -0.52, respectively, 

which shows while they do not have a strong correlation, they all promote more AET. 

4.3. Changes in AET, PET, and PP for Water and Energy-Limited Areas 

The trends were also investigated in water and energy-limited areas. The concept of water-limited and 

energy-limited evaporation has long been used to investigate the role of evaporation in the water balance 

at different hydroclimatic and agronomic areas and time scales (Budyko, 1974; McVicar et al., 2012). The 
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water and energy limited areas for global and croplands are shown in Figure 6a,b. The water and energy-

limited regions resulted from this study are consistent with previous studies (McVicar et al., 2012; Müller 

Schmied et al., 2016). The trends in global scale show that, while the AET and PET do not have significant 

trends in both water and energy limited areas, the increasing trend of PP in energy-limited areas is more 

than water-limited areas (Figure 6c–e). The results in water and energy limited croplands converge 

together, because most of the croplands cannot grow in energy-limited areas (Figure f–h). Therefore, mostly 

they are in water-limited areas which have enough energy from the sun. 

 

 

Figure 6. (a) Global energy-limited and water-limited areas in two classes. (b) Energy-limited and water-

limited croplands in two classes. (c) Global annual AET. (d) Global annual PET. (e) Global annual PP.(f) 

croplands’ annual AET. (g) Croplands’ annual PET. (h) Croplands’ annual PP. 

Dissecting the whole globe in just two classes might not be sufficient to explore their characteristics 

(Smith et al., 2019). Therefore, based on (McVicar et al., 2012), we classified the world based on their PP/PET 

into five classes (Figure 7a,b) to compare the results with two classes analysis. The annual averaged of 

PP/PET of class 1-5 are 0-0.5, 0.5-0.75, 0.75-1, 1-1.5, and greater than 1.5, respectively. The timeseries of AET, 

PET, and PP for both global scale and cropland scale, including the slope of each variable trendline, are 

shown in Figure 7c-h. The results show that class 2 and 3 are more nonsustainable in their AET trend than 

others. In other words, the water-limited areas which have PP/PET between 0.5 and 1 experienced more 

stress than other regions. Furthermore, in these two classes, croplands experienced more serious trends 

than natural lands. 
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Figure 7. (a) Global energy-limited and water-limited areas in five classes. (b) Energy-limited and water-

limited croplands in five classes: (c) global annual AET, (d) global annual PET, (e) global annual PP, (f) 

croplands’ annual AET, (g) croplands’ annual PET, (h) croplands’ annual PP. 

4.4. Changes in AET, PET, PP, and ETWI for Countries’ Croplands 

Cropland's water management mainly depends on the internal roles of counties, and also, climate 

change can affect countries croplands differently. Therefore, the trends in croplands and ETWI were 

averaged in each country and compared (Figure 8). Most of the countries except those in Southeast Asia 

and a few others show an increasing AET trend in croplands (Figure 8a); among those, Brazil has the largest 

AET trends. For PET, most African and South American countries show a decreasing trend while European 

countries demonstrate an increasing trend (Figure 8b). India and Southeast Asia countries show the largest 

positive trends in precipitation for their croplands (Figure 8c). 

By neglecting countries with low agricultural activities, the overstressed countries in the 

nonsustainable trend of AET in croplands are Thailand (ETWI = −1.04), Brazil (ETWI = −0.94), Germany 

(ETWI = −0.79), and China (ETWI = −0.74). On the other hand, Senegal (ETWI = 1.11), Benin (ETWI = 0.23), 

India (ETWI = 0.21), and Pakistan (ETWI = 0.06) show the most sustainable trend in AET of croplands. 

Interestingly, developing countries have better conditions than developed countries in terms of the 

sustainable trend of AET in croplands (Figure 8d). 

One of the main sources of water for nonsustainable croplands is groundwater. Richey et al. (2015) 

characterized global groundwater losses by NASA’s twin GRACE satellites. They classified the 37 largest 

aquifers of the world based on their groundwater storage trends from 2003 to 2013 (Richey et al., 2015). 

Several overstressed regions shown in Figure 8d are consistent with the overstressed aquifers identified by 

(Richey et al., 2015). North China Aquifer System, Congo Basin, Russian Platform Basins, Atlantic and Gulf 

Coastal Plains Aquifer, Californian Central Valley Aquifer System and Paris Basin are overstressed 

aquifers, which also have lower ETWI, which means nonsustainable trend in AET in the croplands. 

Furthermore, most of these basins are overstressed in terms of groundwater depletion in Wada et al. (2012). 
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In other words, nonsustainable use of water in croplands of these aquifers might enhance ground water 

extraction, eventually leading to overstressed aquifers. 

 

  

Figure 8. Country-based trend-analysis of (a) AET, (b) PET, (c) PP, and (d) ETWI. The panels on the right 

side show histograms of annual trends in (e) AET, (f) PET, (g) PP, and (h) ETWI derived from the countries 

included in the analysis. 

4.5. Global Major Crops Changes in AET, PET, PP, and ETWI 

One may expect that trends may not be the same for different crop types. While there is no public 

global high-resolution gridded data for these crops, here we used a 9.2km*9.2km dataset (Table 1) and 

sharpened the map by applying thresholds to retain grids that mostly contain major crops to avoid large 

uncertainties in the results. The global major cropland map is shown in Figure 9a. The time series of mean 
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annual values of PP, PET, and AET for these major croplands are demonstrated in Figure 9b-d. Based on 

Figure 9b, rainfed rice lands are mainly located in high-precipitation areas with more than 1650-mm annual 

rainfall, which makes sense due to the high need for water for growing rice crops. In contrast, rainfed wheat 

lands are mostly located in low-precipitation lands with annual precipitation of 500mm (Figure 9b). 

Irrigated wheat has higher PET and lower AET among the major crops because the water requirement for 

this crop is not as much as other major crops (Figure 9c-d). Besides, the year 2008 shows a significant low 

value of both AET and PET in all major crops (Figure 9c-d). Interestingly, irrigated and rainfed rice AETs 

are pretty close due to the high water requirement of rice. However, rainfed maize evaporates more water 

than rice (Figure 9d). 

For further checking, the mean annual AET value of each major crops compared with annual crop 

water needs reported by Food and Agriculture Organization (Doorenbos et al., 1997). Based on (Doorenbos 

et al., 1997), the approximate annual values of crop water needs of maize, rice, and wheat are 400-800, 450-

700, and 400-650mm, respectively. The mean annual AET showed in Figure 9d is in these ranges for each 

crop, adding more confidence on the reliability of the analysis. 

The AET trends in all major crops are significantly positive. In this case, rainfed and irrigated maize 

show a more increasing trend which is about 6 and 5 mm increase in AET per year respectively (Figure 

10a). Surprisingly, most of the major crops demonstrate a decrease in their PET at this time period. Irrigated 

wheat has a minimum negative trend value than others (Figure 10a). Additionally, most of the major crops 

except rainfed rice experienced an increasing trend in their precipitation (Figure 10a). By combining all 

these variables in ETWI, irrigated maize experienced the most non-sustainable trend in AET (Figure 10a). 
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Figure 9. Time series of annual AET, PET, and PP averaged over major rainfed and irrigated croplands. 
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Figure 10. The trend of AET, PET, and PP in global major croplands. 

4.6. Relationship Between SIF and Nons ustainable Use of Water in Croplands 

Solar Induced Fluorescence (SIF) can be used as an index of crop productivity (Sun et al., 2017). The 

question is “Whether non-sustainable increase of water use in croplands results in higher productivity or 

not?”. 

The SIF annual trend is shown in Figure 11a. According to Figure 11a, Southeast Asia and Europe have 

experienced an increasing trend in SIF. In contrast, SIF in some parts of Central Asia, southwest US and 

South Africa have decreased during 2001 and 2017. 

Correlation analysis shows that in croplands, the AET trend does not necessarily follow the PET trend 

(Figure 11b, R=-0.24). In other words, irrigation planning has likely done with little or no consideration for 

changes in climate. 

As expected, trends of SIF trend and AET show high correlation in croplands (Figure 11c, R=0.43). 

Interestingly, ETWI, which is an index of sustainability in water use in croplands, does not have a 

significant relationship with SIF trend (Figure 11d, R=-0.25). According to this result, we can somehow 

conclude that a nonsustainable increasing trend in AET in croplands may not increase crop productivity in 

the long term. In other words, increasing water consumption in long-term without considering the climate, 

does not necessarily increase the crop yield. 
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Figure 11. (a) SIF global trend from 2001-2017 in w/(m2.year); Relationship between (b) AET trend and PET 

trend, (c) AET trend and SIF trend, and (d) ETWI and SIF trend (Note that the points are sample of variables 

in croplands but R-value covers all data). 

4.7. Interactive Application for Monitoring the Annual Values and Trends of AET, PET, and PP Using Google 

Earth Engine 

While monitoring of ET and its related variables are crucial for both decision-makers and scientists, 

there is not any specific online application for it. In this study which has entirely done by Google Earth 

Engine, we developed a user-friendly evapotranspiration Trend monitoring (ETM) application that enables 

users to produce annual AET map for any user-selected year. Furthermore, users can obtain annual trends 

for AET, PET, PP, and GPP trends, as well as monthly PP trend for any user-selected grid. Furthermore, 

the app can be used to produce animations (e.g., eight-day changes of AET in Australia in 2018 are 

animated in the bottom left of the app). 

The user interface of the ETM app is shown in Figure 12a. Users can search for a location at the top of 

the app in any language (Figure 12b). The user is also able to select a year to display its annual actual ET 

map (Figure 12c). By selecting any point on the map, the charts for the selected pixel will appear in the left 

panel. Users can also save any chart for the selected pixel in CSV, SVG, and PNG format (Figure 12d). 

The application is publicly available through the following link: 

https://javadian.users.earthengine.app/view/evapotranspiration-trend-monitoring-v02 

 

https://javadian.users.earthengine.app/view/evapotranspiration-trend-monitoring-v02
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Figure 12. (a) Evapotranspiration trend monitoring application user the interface; (b) selecting a location; (c) 

selecting a date for the ET map on date slider; (d) downloading annual AET, PET, PP and GPP and monthly 

PP data for a selected grid. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, global trends in actual ET (AET), potential ET (PET), and precipitation (PP) were 

estimated within the Goggle Earth Engine cloud computing environment enabling calculation using about 

10 TB of data without downloading. Most of the analysis was done in 500-m resolution from 2001 to 2018. 

The results demonstrate that, while AET has a nonsignificant decreasing trend over natural lands, and it 

has significantly increased in croplands (+14% +/- 5%). 

Additionally, we introduce a new index based on a combination of AET, PET, and PP trends aimed at 

indicating the sustainability of the AET trend, termed the “evapotranspiration warning index (ETWI)”. The 

introduced index (ETWI) can distinguish between the sustainable and nonsustainable increasing trend of 
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AET. High negative ETWI means the increasing trend in AET is more than PP and PET trend. Therefore, it 

does not necessarily mean high AET in croplands. The ETWI is not designed for investigating the 

sustainability in irrigation. It has been introduced for exploring the sustainability of the AET trend in water 

balance. The region that experienced an increase in AET due to any reason could lead to stress in the water 

balance of that region, because the outputs from that region would be more than the input of it. Despite 

that, ETWI can still give us some information about irrigation plans in general. The average ETWI for global 

croplands is -0.40 (+/- 0.25), which shows an extreme trend in AET which overwhelmed both PET and PP. 

The results demonstrated that “ETWI < -0.5” is very nonsustainable. In contrast, “ETWI > +0.5” is very 

sustainable in terms of the AET trend. 

Furthermore, the AET, PET, and PP trends in water and energy-limited areas were demonstrated at a 

global scale. While AET and PET do not have significant trends in both water and energy-limited areas, the 

increasing trend of PP in energy-limited areas is more than water-limited areas. The higher trend of PP in 

energy-limited areas show that the available water in water-limited areas is decreasing in comparison to 

energy-limited areas. Furthermore, defining more classes for water and energy limited areas demonstrated 

that PP/PET between 0.5 and 1 experienced more stress than other regions. Stated differently, semi-arid 

regions are more in-danger than arid regions in terms of sustainable trend of AET. 

Since the cropland's water management mainly depends on the internal roles of counties, the trends 

in croplands and ETWI were averaged in each country to classify them. The most overstressed countries in 

the nonsustainable trend of AET in croplands were Thailand, Brazil, and Germany, and China. These 

regions are also experiencing some of the largest increases in NPP and SIF, implying that recent increases 

in food production may not be sustainable. In contrast, Senegal, Benin, India, and Pakistan demonstrate 

sustainable trend in AET. It does not mean that these countries are overall sustainable countries in their 

agriculture; It only means that their AET trends were less than their PP and PET trends in their croplands 

which means they likely considered climate in their agricultural system by adjusting the output (AET) 

based on input (PP). Additionally, these countries have significant increasing trends in their PP, which is 

more important in rainfed agriculture lands, the dominant cropland in these countries. 

The trends were calculated for three major croplands of the world, which are maize, wheat, and rice 

in both irrigated and rainfed agriculture. In terms of AET, rainfed and irrigated maize show a more 

increasing trend, which is about 6 and 5 mm, increase in AET per year, respectively. Interestingly, most of 

the major crops demonstrate a decrease in their PET during this time period. Irrigated wheat has the most 

significant negative trend in PET value than others. Additionally, most of the major crops except rainfed 

rice experienced an increasing trend in their precipitation. By combining all these variables in ETWI, 

irrigated maize experienced the most nonsustainable trend in AET (Figure 8b). 

The solar-induced fluorescence (SIF) annual trend analysis demonstrates that a nonsustainable 

increasing trend in AET in croplands cannot increase crop productivity in the long-term. In other words, 

overirrigation even from groundwater or other sources without considering climate change may not 

increase crop yield in the long-term due to imbalance between demand and supply. 

In this study we also designed a user-friendly interactive application in Google Earth Engine that 

provides an annual AET map for user-selected year. Additionally, it provides annual AET trend, annual 

PET trend, annual PP trend, monthly PP trend, and annual GPP trend for user-selected pixels. 

In a warming climate, arid and semi-arid regions are going through significant changes due to the 

combination of natural responses and anthropogenic activities (e.g., surface and groundwater extraction 

for agriculture, etc.). This heightens the need for more accurate measurements of regional water and energy 

cycle components for the planning, prediction, and mitigation of negative social and environmental aspects 

of such changes. ET has remained one of the mostly poor measured components of water and the energy 

cycle in most regions of the world. Furthermore, diurnal cycle of ET in croplands is the other important 

information for scientists that has been missed by most of the satellite ET products. It is hoped that the new 
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generation of instruments (e.g., ECOSTRESS (Hulley et al., 2017), among others) can provide a more reliable 

estimate of ET regionally and globally, which is more accurate for ET trend analysis in the future. 
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Key Points: 

• Canopy temperature differed significantly among different tree density and height classes 

at a semiarid mixed conifer forest site 

• Diurnal canopy temperature dynamics were closely related to canopy photochemical 

reflectance and sap flow 

• Satellite observations from ECOSTRESS captured key aspects of diurnal canopy 

temperature dynamics and were consistent with site-level data 
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Abstract 

Plant canopy temperature (Tc) is partly regulated by evaporation and transpiration from the canopy 

surface and can be used to infer changes in stomatal regulation and vegetation water stress. In this 

study, we used a thermal Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in conjunction with eddy covariance, 

sap flow, and spectral reflectance data to assess the diurnal characteristics of Tc and water stress 

status over a semiarid mixed conifer forest in Arizona, USA. Diurnal Tc dynamics were closely 

related to tree sap flow and changes in spectral reflectance associated with stomatal regulation. 

Consistent with previously reported deviations, we found that on average Tc was 1.8 °C lower than 

the above canopy air temperature (Ta). However, the relationship between Tc and Ta varied 

significantly according to tree density and tree height classes, with taller and denser trees 

exhibiting relatively high |Tc-Ta| (2.4 and 2.1 °C cooler canopies, respectively) compared to shorter 

and less-dense tree stands (1.7 and 1.5 °C cooler canopies, respectively). We used these data to 

evaluate space-borne diurnal measurements of Tc and water stress from the ECOSTRESS mission. 

We found that ECOSTRESS observations of Tc accurately tracked seasonal shifts in diurnal 

surface temperatures and vegetation water stress, and that site-level observations of heterogeneity 

in forest composition and structure could be applied to separate the processes of canopy 

transpiration and soil evaporation within the ECOSTRESS footprint. This study demonstrates how 

proximal and satellite remote sensing approaches can be combined to reveal the diurnal and 

seasonally dynamic nature of Tc and water stress. 

Plain Language Summary 

Plant canopy temperature (Tc) is partly regulated via canopy evaporation and transpiration, similar 

to how the process of sweating works to cool the human body. In semiarid forests such as those of 

the southwest United States, the sensitivity of canopy water stress to changing environmental 

conditions may differ based on tree density and height. However, these links are not well 

understood due to the coarseness of currently available satellite-based estimates of Tc and the 

challenges associated with field-based measurements of Tc in relatively inaccessible tall tree 

stands. As a result, we took advantage of recent advancements in thermal Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems (UAS) and the recent NASA ECOSTRESS satellite mission to quantify Tc and inferred 

canopy water stress from previously inaccessible tall trees throughout the day. We found that Tc 

differed significantly among different tree density and height classes. In particular, Tc was higher 

in low density and short tree stands. Our measurements even demonstrated a strong water use 

signal from the trees during the winter due to the mild climate of the site in southern Arizona, 

USA. These results demonstrate the capability of linked site measurements and satellite 

observations to monitor tree water use over semiarid mixed conifer forest vegetation. 

 

1 Introduction 

Forests modulate land-atmosphere energy and water exchanges and influence local surface 

and air temperatures that both affect and are an effect of stomatal regulation and vegetation water 

stress (Novick et al., 2016; Yi et al., 2020). In the semiarid western USA, mountain forests have 

adapted to tolerate exceptionally high incoming solar radiation and frequent periods of water stress 

and are a dominant driver of regional carbon sequestration (Cayan et al., 2010; Javadian et al., 

2020; Knowles, Scott, Biederman, et al., 2020; Scott & Biederman, 2019). Recent work has 

focused on understanding these processes to assess the sensitivity of surface temperature change, 
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toward a more comprehensive understanding of the climate mitigation potential of semiarid forests 

(Y. Li et al., 2016; X. Yuan et al., 2017). At the individual tree scale, canopy temperature (Tc), 

which is the surface temperature of an individual tree, is determined by the surface energy balance, 

and can be used to infer changes in vegetation water stress status (Monteith & Unsworth, 2013). 

Energy partitioning between latent and sensible heat flux is controlled by environmental and 

physiological factors including air temperature, humidity, wind speed, water availability, and 

stomatal regulation (i.e., transpiration) (Baldocchi, 1994; Jones, 2004). Additionally, factors 

related to ecosystem composition (e.g., tree density) and structure (e.g., vegetation height) can 

modulate energy partitioning and land-atmosphere water exchange (Meng et al., 2014). Given that 

changes in canopy structure take place over relatively long time scales (weeks to months), the 

sensitivity of Tc is largely dependent on shorter-term changes in environmental conditions and 

associated plant water regulation (hours to days) (Mahan & Upchurch, 1988; Yi et al., 2020). 

However, scientific understanding of diurnal canopy temperature dynamics and its relationship 

with plant water stress remains limited in part due to the difficulty of obtaining high spatiotemporal 

resolution observations. 

The southwestern USA is an ideal setting to investigate the influence of environmental 

drivers on the canopy water stress of drought-affected forests (Seager et al., 2007; Udall & 

Overpeck, 2017), and to evaluate the ability of remote sensing methods to track these relationships 

(Biederman et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020). A principal reason for this is the 

large diurnal changes in air temperature that are characteristic of the region, with differences 

between day and night often exceeding 30°C (Biederman et al., 2017; Dannenberg et al., 2020; 

Smith et al., 2019). To thrive in these conditions, plants have adapted to balance carbon uptake 

and water loss (i.e., transpiration) through stomata (Fisher, 2014; Fisher et al., 2017). Collectively, 

diurnal variations of canopy temperature are mainly controlled by physiological (e.g., stomatal 

conductance) and environmental (e.g., solar radiation, air temperature, soil moisture, vapor 

pressure deficit) factors (Xing Li et al., 2021; Paul-Limoges et al., 2018; X. Zhang et al., 2020). 

When water is available, high rates of transpiration can result in canopy temperature far below air 

temperature (Snakin et al., 2001). In contrast, when water is limited, stomata close and canopy 

temperatures can far exceed air temperature (Jackson et al., 1981). As a result, canopy temperature 

can be used to infer changes in stomatal regulation and canopy water stress (Pinter et al., 1990).  

Satellite observations compliment limitations in spatial representation and global coverage 

of site-based measurements and can produce spatially continuous estimates from regional to global 

scales based on different approaches (Xing Li et al., 2021). Diurnal surface temperature changes 

from space are made possible by the ECOsystem Spaceborne Thermal Radiometer Experiment on 

Space Station (ECOSTRESS) mission due to its capability of capturing images at different times 

of day, which makes it the first satellite capable of detecting sub-daily vegetation water stress at 

field-scales, launched in 2018 (Fisher et al., 2020). ECOSTRESS provides an unprecedented yet 

largely unexplored opportunity for examining the variations of vegetation water stress over the 

course of a day at large spatial scales. However, ECOSTRESS and other satellite thermal missions 

(e.g., Landsat and MODIS) lack the spatial and thermal resolution required for many canopy-level 

applications. Thermal sensors placed on UAS represent an opportunity to fill this gap that provides 

a lower-cost approach to meet the critical requirements of spatial, spectral, and temporal 

resolutions (Berni et al., 2009). Although thermal UAS platforms have been used to assess 

vegetation water stress (H. Jin et al., 2021; L. Zhang et al., 2019), studies integrating satellite and 

UAS thermal data to assess diurnal vegetation water stress are currently lacking.  
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Many types of ancillary measurements can be paired with thermal data to assess different 

aspects of vegetation functioning. Among them, the eddy covariance (EC) technique provides 

temporally (half-hourly/hourly) continuous estimates of meteorological variables that enable the 

detection of diurnal changes in water exchange, which can be used to infer changes in stomatal 

regulation and plant water stress (Baldocchi et al., 2001). At the individual tree scale, sap flow 

sensors measure transpiration as the ascent of sap within xylem tissue (Fisher et al., 2007). 

Considering that transpiration is sensitive to plant water stress and that this relationship is mediated 

by stomatal opening, sap flow can be used as an indicator of plant water status (Giménez et al., 

2013). From a remote sensing standpoint, the tower-based Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) 

is derived from narrow-band spectroradiometry and has been increasingly applied to indicate 

photosynthetic efficiency (Garbulsky et al., 2011). However, EC, sap flow, and PRI sensors are 

sparsely distributed globally (Xiao et al., 2010). Accordingly, the current study addresses a 

prevailing knowledge gap by pairing eddy covariance, sap flow, and PRI measurements with 

spatially explicit thermal observations to better understand ecosystem water flux and sensitivity to 

water limitation. 

There have been few studies to investigate canopy water stress at the individual tree level, 

and most are based on thermal infrared cameras that are not able to cover a large area. Further, 

most studies have been conducted at a daily/seasonal scale that precludes analysis of diurnal 

canopy water stress. Here, we combine thermal UAS, eddy covariance, sap flow, PRI, and 

ECOSTRESS satellite measurements to assess diurnal vegetation water stress over a semiarid 

mixed conifer ‘sky island’ forest in southern Arizona, USA. The principal objectives of this study 

were to: (i) assess diurnal canopy temperature variation as a function of tree density and height, 

(ii) relate the diurnal PRI and tree sap flow with canopy temperature, and (iii) determine if 

ECOSTRESS accurately captures diurnal water stress dynamics. We specifically hypothesize that 

tree density and tree height will represent significant contributing factors to changes in Tc. Further, 

we hypothesize that Tc-Ta relationships will correlate with sap flow and diurnal latent heat flux 

dynamics and will thus serve as an improved proxy of stomatal conductance and canopy water 

stress. 

2 Data and Methods 

Below, we describe the research site and key measurement techniques utilized in this study 

to assess diurnal to seasonal changes in ecohydrologic sensitivity. An illustration of the site and 

the different measurement techniques that were integrated is shown in Figure 1. 

2.1 Eddy Covariance Flux Tower Site  

The study site was a montane mixed conifer forest in the Coronado National Forest on Mt. 

Bigelow, northeast of Tucson, Arizona, USA. This site is located at 2573-m elevation in an area 

of significant topographical complexity. The climate is semiarid with a mean annual temperature 

of 9.4°C and mean annual precipitation of 614-mm. (Dwivedi et al., 2020; Knowles, Scott, Minor, 

et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020), approximately 50% of which falls during the North American 

Monsoon in late summer (Adams & Comrie, 1997). The site is dominated by mature second-

growth Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), and southwestern 

white pine (Pinus strobiformis), with little understory vegetation. The forest exhibits a bimodal 

seasonal pattern of primary production, with an initial spring peak following snowmelt, a dry pre-

monsoon midseason depression (May–June), and a secondary productivity peak during the wet 
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monsoon (July–Sept), with primary production remaining active through fall and winter (Knowles, 

Scott, Minor, et al., 2020). 

A 30-m tall eddy covariance (EC) tower (AmeriFlux site code US‐MtB) has been in 

continuous operation at the site since 2009 (Knowles, Scott, Minor, et al., 2020). The US-MtB 

tower provided 30-minute mean latent heat flux (LE), sensible heat flux (H), net ecosystem 

exchange of carbon dioxide (NEE), incoming solar radiation (Rg), photosynthetic photon flux 

density (PPFD), friction velocity (Ustar), air temperature (Ta), relative humidity (RH), and vapor 

pressure deficit (VPD) data that were used in the current analysis. The NEE was further partitioned 

into its constituent fluxes of gross primary productivity (GPP) and ecosystem respiration (Reco) 

using the nighttime method in the REddyProc environment (Reichstein et al., 2005; Wutzler et al., 

2018). The REddyProc algorithm was also used to infill small gaps in the tower data and to 

generate a potential top-of-atmosphere radiation (PotRad) variable for the purposes of timestamp 

alignment. Before this process, the turbulent flux data were filtered for periods of friction velocity 

(Ustar) < 0.4 m s-1 to account for periods of potentially insufficient turbulent mixing (Knowles et 

al. 2020). To integrate EC tower, UAS, and satellite observations, we focused on two periods: 1) 

7-day average micrometeorological variables centered on the UAS flight day (Figure S1) (see 

Section 2.2); and 2) key seasonal periods (Figure S2).   

2.2 Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) 

Optical and thermal UAS imagery was acquired using a DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual on 

November 14, 2020 (Figure S3). To collect the same image footprint during the flight, we designed 

autonomous flight planning using the DJI Pilot application (Figure S4). A total of four flights were 

performed and repeated at 1.5-hour intervals between 10:30 and 15:00 MST using a double-grid 

flight plan to maximize forward and side overlap among single images. A 30-m Shuttle Radar 

Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model was used to maintain an altitude of 60-m 

above ground level during flight (Farr et al., 2007). Since the study area was characterized by 

topographical complexity, this function allowed for image captures with the same Ground Sample 

Distance (GSD) throughout the flight. The total area of the mission was approximately 22,500 m2 

(150-m x 150-m) (Figure 1b), and the total travel distance was approximately 1.5-km per mission 

(Figure S4). The DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual carries both optical and thermal sensors; the optical 

sensor detects visible light and the thermal sensor converts surface temperature into Digital 

Number (DN) values. Each sensor has a different field of view, however, so their GSD is different 

at the same altitude (Figure S5). At the 60-m altitude level, the GSD was approximately 0.5-cm 

for the optical sensor and 3.4-cm for the thermal sensor. 

Structure from motion (SfM) is a photogrammetric range imaging technique for estimating 

three-dimensional structures from two-dimensional image sequences that may be coupled with 

local motion signals (Ullman & Brenner, 1979). Raw digital images were taken by the optical and 

thermal cameras attached to the UAS with a gimbal. The optical images were then mosaicked 

based on tie-point extraction and image matching algorithms (Bay et al., 2008; Lowe, 1999) and 

then transformed into an optical dense point cloud using methods embedded in the software 

package Agisoft Photoscan v.1.5.2. Since the thermal images have a lower spatial resolution, the 

total number of points in the dense cloud (18 million points) is lower than the optical point cloud 

(24 million points). After the SfM process using the Agisoft Photoscan software, orthomosaicked 

thermal images were converted from digital numbers to temperature units (°C) using Minimum-

Maximum linear contrast stretch (Al-amri et al., 2010; Lee, 2012) based on the target temperature 
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range (-5 ~ 15 °C) that was set with the UAS controller unit. Both images were georeferenced 

based on onboard GPS flight information, and the total Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) error 

was found to be less than 1-m. Soil temperatures were excluded from the UAS thermal 

measurements using RGB image classification into canopy and soil. Point cloud data were then 

used to reconstruct the study area, and additional models were used to extract tree height, tree 

density, and canopy cover using the lidR package in R (Roussel et al., 2018). Previous research 

has verified that the SfM technique out-performs standard Lidar approaches for our study 

ecosystem type (C. Jin et al., 2020; Michael et al., 2019). The 3D RGB views of the UAS flights 

and a comparison between SfM-based and Lidar optical point cloud data are shown in Figure S6. 

As a proxy of ambient dryness imposed on the canopy, vapor pressure deficit (VPD) at the 

canopy surface (VPDc) was calculated using Tc (Yi et al., 2020): 

𝑉𝑃𝐷𝑐 =  𝑣𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑣𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟  where (1) 

𝑣𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 =
610.7.10
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(3) 

where 𝑣𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the saturated vapor pressure of the air, 𝑣𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 is the actual vapor pressure of 

the air, 𝑅𝐻 is relative humidity, 𝑇𝑐 is the canopy temperature measured by the thermal UAS and 

𝑇𝑎 is the air temperature at 31-m height. The 𝑇𝑎 and 𝑅𝐻 were measured by the flux tower (Yi et 

al., 2020). 

2.3 Tree Sap Flow and the Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) 

Sap flow was measured on the north and south sides of two Mexican white pines, one 

Ponderosa pine and one Douglas-Fir individual using the thermal dissipation probe method 

(Granier, 1987; Yang et al., 2020). Data were logged at 30 min resolution using an upper heated 

probe and lower reference probe (TDP‐30, Dynamax Inc., Houston, TX, USA) implanted in the 

sapwood of the tree approximately 40-mm apart. Sap flow velocity (cm hr−1) was calculated 

according to: 

𝑉𝑠 = 0.0119𝐾1.231 × 3600 (4) 

where K is calculated according to: 

𝐾 =
𝑑𝑇𝑀 − 𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑇
 

(5) 

and 𝑑𝑇 and 𝑑𝑇𝑀 represent the temperature difference (°C) between the two probes, and the 

maximum temperature difference between 24:00 and 7:00, respectively.   

Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) was measured using autonomous Spectral 

Reflectance Sensors (METER Group, Inc., Pullman, WA, USA) mounted at 24-m above ground 

level on the US-MtB tower (Yang et al., 2020). The PRI sensors use photodiodes with narrow 

band‐pass filters centered at the 532‐ and 570‐nm wavelengths with 10-nm full width half 

maximum bandwidths. A hemispherical upward-looking sensor and a field stop downward‐

looking sensor measured incoming and upwelling radiation (W m−2 sr−1 nm−1), respectively (Yang 

et al., 2020). We only used data where solar zenith angle minus sensor angle (20°) were less than 
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40° based on Mõttus et al. (2015) and Yang et al. (2020) who found that geometry effects on 

canopy PRI were small for angles within this range. PRI was calculated at 10 min intervals 

according to Equation 6: 

𝑃𝑅𝐼 =
𝜌532 − 𝜌570

𝜌532 + 𝜌570
 (6) 

where 𝜌532 is the spectral reflectance value at a center wavelength of 532-nm and 𝜌570 is 

the spectral reflectance value at a center wavelength of 570-nm. The field of view (FOV) was 

restricted to 36° by downward-looking sensor interference filters. The sensor was mounted at 24-

m height on the MtB EC tower, roughly 12-m above the top of the canopy, and tilted off‐nadir at 

an angle of 20° that resulted in a FOV of approximately 50-m2 (Yang et al., 2020). The PRI sensor 

faced west and therefore measured eastern facing needles. Within the sensor FOV were full or 

partial canopies of five trees (three P. ponderosa and two P. strobiformis, no understory 

vegetation), four of which were equipped with sap flow sensors (Yang et al., 2020). After checking 

the quality of sap flow data, four sensors on two trees were selected for sap flow analysis (Figure 

1). 

2.4 ECOSTRESS 

Data from ECOSTRESS provide unique spatial and temporal resolution for scientific and 

other applications with a primary focus on plant water use and stress (e.g., evapotranspiration, 

water use efficiency) (Fisher et al., 2020). Located onboard the International Space Station (ISS) 

with a non-sun-synchronous orbit, ECOSTRESS provides sampling at 70-m spatial resolution 

every 1-5 days and can capture diurnal cycle variabilities. Evapotranspiration (ET) is one of the 

primary science output variables of the ECOSTRESS mission. ET is a Level-3 (L-3) product 

constructed from a combination of the ECOSTRESS Level-2 (L-2) Land Surface Temperature 

(LST) and ancillary data products (M. C. Anderson et al., 2021). The instrument includes a 

Thermal Infrared (TIR) multispectral scanner with five spectral bands in the TIR between 8 and 

12.5-μm. The five bands have a Noise Equivalent Temperature (NEΔT) of <0.3°K at 300°K and 

all bands have a swath width of 402-km (53°) (Hook & Hulley, 2019). ECOSTRESS uses the 

Temperature Emissivity Separation (TES) algorithm to separate LST and emissivity from the total 

radiance (Gillespie et al., 1998). 

For this study, low-quality flag ECOSTRESS LST data were removed, and the best quality 

LST data of a 2*2 Pixel (140-m x 140-m) ECOSTRESS box over the US-MtB EC site were 

averaged (Figure 1b). For a given location, ECOSTRESS is capable of capturing LST/ET data at 

a variable overpass time once every 3-5 days. As a result, to plot ECOSTRESS LST as sampled 

throughout the day, we collated LST/ET data over the course of a time interval (e.g., 2-4 months) 

and then binned these data into time intervals (e.g., 3 hours).  The LST data were then averaged in 

seasonal 3-hour intervals to determine diurnal ECOSTRESS LST changes by season. 
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the instruments that were used in the current study including thermal Unmanned 

Aircraft Systems (UAS), eddy covariance flux tower, tree sap flow sensors, Photochemical Reflectance Index 

(PRI), and ECOSTRESS satellite data. (b) Arrangement of the various instruments within the footprint of 

the UAS (red) and ECOSTRESS (blue) data. 
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3 Results 

3.1 UAS-Based Site Characterization  

The flux tower study site was characterized by high heterogeneity in elevation, slope, 

aspect, tree density, and tree height. To account for the effects of these factors on canopy 

temperature dynamics, we divided the study area into 4 quadrants (Figure 2). Overall, there was 

approximately a 33-m variation in elevation over the site where Zone 2 and Zone 3 were highest 

and lowest, respectively (Figure 2b); Zones 1 and 2 had the highest and the lowest slopes (Figure 

2c). With respect to aspect, the main aspect of Zones 2 and 4 was toward the southeast, Zones 1 

and 3 were oriented toward the West, and the EC tower was located between these two main 

aspects (Figure 2d). There were 787 total trees distributed throughout the site: tree density was 

greatest in Zone 1 (209 trees) and least in Zone 4 (164 trees; Figure 2e). The maximum average 

tree height of 17.3 m occurred in Zone 3 and the minimum average tree height of 12.9 m occurred 

in Zone 1 (Figure 2f). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. (a) RGB view, (b) elevation, (c) slope, (d) aspect, (e) tree density where Low <= 92 trees/ac, Mid = 

92-143 trees/ac, and High = 143-181 trees/ac, and (f) tree height where Tall >= 20m, Mid: 10-20m and Short 

<=10m based on UAS flights over the study area. 
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3.2 UAS-Based Diurnal Canopy Temperature Dynamics 

We measured land surface temperature variations between -5 and 15 °C over the course of 

the day during our diurnal flight campaign on November 14, 2020 (Figure 3). Negative values 

mainly corresponded to a small amount of early season snow cover that persisted in Zone 1. 

Changes in the direction of light are clearly shown in the images, and high land surface 

temperatures mainly coincided with patches of sunlit soil. During the UAS flights, the average air 

temperature at 31m height was 7.2 °C, the average relative humidity was 35 percent and the 

average VPD was 0.66 kPa.  

 
 

Figure 3. UAS thermal images on November 14, 2020 at (a) 10:30, (b) 12:00, (c) 13:30, and (d) 15:00 MST 

over the US-MtB eddy covariance site (Spatial Resolution: 10 cm/px). 

Mean diurnal patterns of Tc reached a maximum around 12:00 (Figure 4-b). The diurnal 

variation of Tc was higher in Zone 4 (lower tree density / shorter trees) than in Zones 1 and 3 

(higher tree density / taller trees). In the morning, the air temperature was higher than the canopy 

temperature in all classes/zones. At noontime, maximum Tc occurred across all classes, but was 

highest in low density (Figure 4c) and short tree stands (Figure 4e). At 13:30, Ta reached a 

maximum while Tc decreased in the majority of tree classes. Among classes, lower density trees 

(Figure 4c) and short trees (Figure 4e) heated faster in the morning. Generally, the diurnal 

variability of low density and shorter tree stands was notably higher than high density and taller 

trees stands. The correlation coefficient between individual tree height and Tc at 10:30, 12:00, 
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13:30, and 15:00 was 0.21, -0.42, -0.37, and 0.28 respectively that indicates a negative relationship 

between tree height and Tc at noontime.  

Mean diurnal VPDc patterns closely followed the corresponding Tc, where VPDc was lower 

than VPDa in the morning and started to exceed VPDa around midday (Figure 4b, d, and f). Similar 

to Tc, VPDc decreased in the afternoon even when VPDa was increasing. Differences between 

VPDc and VPDa were sensitive to whether Tc or Ta was used to estimate the saturation vapor 

pressure. However, VPDa also changed with relative humidity (RH), considering that the actual 

vapor pressure of the air is a function of both Ta and RH. Although we measured Ta and RH near 

canopy height, these values can be lower than Ta and RH at the leaf surface due to differences in 

turbulent mixing that can combine to result in reduced VPDc (Yi et al., 2020). We assumed these 

micro‐meteorological influences to be negligible but recognize that they could bias our results. 

 

 
Figure 4. Diurnal variation of (a) canopy temperature and (b) vapor pressure deficit among the four different 

zones, (c) canopy temperature and (d) vapor pressure deficit as a function of tree density, and (e) canopy 

temperature and (f) vapor pressure deficit as a function of tree height using UAS thermal and flux tower 

data. Bars denote one standard deviation. 
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3.3 Canopy Temperature And Ecohydrologic Variability Of The Ecosystem 

Deviations between Ta and Tc tracked diurnal tree sap flow and PRI dynamics and reached 

a minimum when sap flow was near minimum and PRI was most negative at approximately 12:00 

(Figure 5a and b). Similarly, the deviation between Ta and Tc reached a maximum during peak sap 

flow and when PRI was least negative, which occurred at approximately 15:00. Latent heat flux 

was maintained near maximum between 9:00 and 14:00 when sap flow was relatively low, which 

indicated greater physical evaporation in the morning and greater transpiration in the afternoon as 

a fraction of the total latent heat flux.   

In accord with the UAS Tc observations, ECOSTRESS LST observations were highly 

consistent with both tree sap flow and PRI. The deviation between Ta and ECOSTRESS LST 

reached a minimum when sap flow was near minimum and PRI was most negative, which occurred 

at approximately 12:00. Similarly, the deviation between Ta and ECOSTRESS LST reached a 

maximum value during peak sap flow and when PRI was least negative, which occurred at 

approximately 15:00. ECOSTRESS LST data were more variable than UAS canopy temperature 

observations likely due to the fact that ECOSTRESS LST represents the average of soil and canopy 

temperature. Notably, peak sap flow occurred roughly one hour after peak latent heat flux for the 

full winter period (Figure 5a); whereas peak sap flow occurred six hours after peak latent heat flux 

on the flight day (Figure 5c). 
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Figure 5. (a) Mean tree sap flow, Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI), and latent heat flux (LE) at US-MtB 

on November 14, 2020. (b) Air temperature (Ta), thermal UAS canopy temperature (Tc), and air temperature 

minus canopy temperature (Ta-Tc) at US-MtB on November 14, 2020. (c) Mean tree sap flow, mean 

Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI), and mean latent heat flux (LE) at US-MtB from November 1, 2020 to 

February 28, 2020. (d) Mean air temperature (Ta), ECOSTRESS Land Surface Temperature (LST), and air 

temperature minus ECOSTRESS Land Surface Temperature (Ta-(ECOSTRESS LST)) from November 1, 

2020 to February 28, 2020. Shaded areas denote one standard deviation. 
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3.4 Seasonal Patterns Of ECOSTRESS LST And The Ecohydrologic Variability Of The 

Ecosystem 

We observed the highest and lowest deviations between Ta and ECOSTRESS LST during 

the pre-monsoon and winter seasons, respectively (Figure 6a). Averaging across all seasons, 

ECOSTRESS LST as an index of Tc was 1.2 °C lower than Ta, which was comparable to the UAS 

Ta-Tc difference of 1.8 °C. Changes in latent heat flux were very consistent with deviations 

between Ta and ECOSTRESS LST (Figure 6b). For all seasons, between 12:00 and 15:00, Ta - 

ECOSTRESS LST decreased as a function of both increased Ta and decreased ECOSTRESS LST 

over this period (Figure 6a; Figure S9). Again, for all seasons, peak latent heat flux occurred at 

14:00 (Figure 6b) and peak sap flow occurred at 15:00; thus, peak sap flow consistently occurred 

approximately one hour after the peak in ecosystem latent heat flux (Figure 6b,c). Both variables 

peaked at midday when Tc was relatively depressed by the associated latent heat flux, as opposed 

to sap flow that peaked at 15:00 in all seasons due to the time-dependent redistribution of water 

within the trees (Figure 6c). 

Additionally, the regional analysis of ECOSTRESS LST on November 28, 2020, in a larger 

area centered by the flux tower (Figure S10) indicated that ECOSTRESS LST was 1.1 °C cooler 

than the developed/open space class (Figure S11a). ECOSTRESS LST was also 5.3 °C cooler in 

low elevation areas than in high elevation areas due largely to higher slopes that were less sensitive 

to incoming radiation in the low elevation areas (Figure S11b-c).  
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Figure 6. The diurnal average (a) air temperature (Ta) minus ECOSTRESS land surface temperature (LST), 

(b) latent heat flux (LE), (c) and tree sap flow as a function of season at US-MtB, between July 2018 and 

February 2021. Bars denote one standard deviation. 

 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Spatiotemporal Variability In Canopy Temperature Is Regulated By Structural Traits 

The relationship between Tc and Ta varied profoundly among tree density and height 

classes, with taller and denser tree stands exhibiting relatively low |Tc-Ta| (2.4 and 2.1 °C cooler 

canopies, respectively) compared to shorter and lower density stands (1.7 and 1.5 °C cooler 

canopies, respectively). Considering the entire study area, Tc was 1.8 °C lower than Ta, which is 

comparable to previously reported deviations between Tc and Ta (1°C to 2°C) (Ramdane Alkama 
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& Cescatti, 2016; Bright et al., 2017; Yi et al., 2020). This result corresponds to evaporative 

cooling that arises from conversion of sensible heat to latent heat through a combination of water 

loss from leaves during transpiration and water loss from soil surfaces by evaporation (Hamada & 

Ohta, 2010; Tan et al., 2018). 

In the morning (10:30-12:00), the air temperature was higher than the canopy temperature 

in all classes and zones due to lower water stress, less incoming radiation, and lower photosynthetic 

activity. At noontime, maximum Tc occurred across all classes, but was highest in low density 

(Figure 4c) and short tree stands (Figure 4e). These results demonstrate that canopy structure has 

a significant impact on evaporative cooling. 

 

4.2 Diurnal Variability In Canopy Temperature Tracked The Ecohydrologic Sensitivity Of The 

Ecosystem 

UAS results showed that deviations between Ta and Tc captured diurnal tree sap flow and 

PRI dynamics (Figure 5a and b). At 12:00, the deviation between Ta and Tc reached a minimum, 

tree sap flow was near a minimum, and PRI was at its most negative. Together, these findings 

suggest acute water and light stress in addition to low transpiration rates (closed stomata), which 

explains the relatively high canopy temperature (low evaporative cooling) and low rates of sap 

flow at this time. Moreover, the co-occurring negative PRI measurement indicates that light energy 

was being diverted to energy dissipation pathways (non-photochemical quenching), and 

photosynthesis was relatively low at this time due to low CO2 uptake (closed stomata). 

By 15:00, the deviation between Ta and Tc reached a maximum value, sap flow peaked, and 

PRI was at its least negative. Together, these findings suggest a shift towards relatively high rates 

of transpiration (open stomata), which explains the decline in canopy temperature in spite of rising 

air temperature and maximum sap flow (open stomata). Moreover, the co-occurring maximum PRI 

values indicate that a relatively large fraction of light energy was allocated to photochemistry and 

that photosynthesis was relatively high (open stomata). These findings are consistent with previous 

studies in croplands that have made connections between seasonal PRI and ecohydrologic factors 

(Magney et al., 2016; Yi et al., 2020; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2013). In particular, our findings support 

a previous study at this site where PRI was found to track seasonal sap flow dynamics (Yang et 

al., 2020). Here, we extend these lines of inquiry by demonstrating that canopy temperature 

represents an independent proxy with which to represent physiological water stress at the diurnal 

scale (Rossini et al., 2013). 

Similar to UAS canopy temperature data, diurnal ECOSTRESS LST was highly correlated 

with both diurnal PRI and tree sap flow dynamics, which indicates that ECOSTRESS LST 

accurately captured canopy dynamics at our relatively high vegetation density site (Figure 5c and 

d). Importantly, this indicates that ECOSTRESS LST observations could offer critical insight into 

diurnal-to-seasonal changes in stomatal regulation and ecosystem transpiration with implications 

for partitioning latent heat flux into its component parts. However, the role of ecosystem structure 

in mediating canopy temperature and rates of evaporation and transpiration was not apparent at 

70-m spatial resolution (Figure 3). That the ECOSTRESS LST data were more variable than the 

UAS canopy temperature observations was likely due to ECOSTRESS LST representing the 

average of community compositions/arrangements with different percentages of soil and canopy 

cover. As a result, our study demonstrates the importance of high spatial resolution UAS 
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observations of canopy temperature (10-cm) and ecosystem structural traits (individual tree 

centroids) to better understand diurnal LST dynamics, in order to more accurately partition site-

level soil evaporation and canopy transpiration. Many approaches to partition evaporation and 

transpiration rely on the notion that plant canopy conductance and ecosystem water use efficiency 

exhibit optimal responses to atmospheric vapor pressure deficit (Scott & Biederman, 2017; Stoy 

et al., 2019). Another critical assumption for most partitioning approaches is that 

evapotranspiration (ET) can be approximated as transpiration during ideal transpiring conditions, 

which has been challenged by observational studies (Xi Li et al., 2019; Perez-Priego et al., 2017; 

Stoy et al., 2019). Stoy et al. (2019) demonstrate that transpiration can exceed 95 % of ET from 

certain ecosystems, but other ecosystems do not appear to reach this value, which suggests that 

this assumption may be ecosystem-dependent with implications for partitioning. Our thermal 

imaging has made it possible to make radiometric surface temperature observations at increasingly 

fine spatial and temporal resolutions (Jones, 2004; Stoy et al., 2019; Talsma et al., 2018), such that 

evaporation and transpiration can be measured individually from the surfaces from which they 

arise. This partitioning is especially important in spatially heterogeneous dryland ecosystems  

(Smith et al., 2019). 

The latent heat flux (measured by the eddy covariance tower) remained near maximum 

between 9:00 and 14:00 and did not track diurnal tree sap flow dynamics during the UAS flight 

(Figure 5a). This finding reinforces that high rates of evaporation (not transpiration) were driving 

increased latent heat flux in the morning. Considering the entire winter period, peak sap flow 

lagged peak latent heat flux by only approximately one hour. Given the general phase agreement 

between transpiration and total evapotranspiration during the winter, the disconnect between latent 

heat flux and sap flow on the UAS flight day was likely a legacy of a precipitation event that 

occurred 5 days prior. Previous studies have found that lags between sap flow and LE can result 

from non-steady state conditions and time-dependent redistribution of water within the trees 

(Granier et al., 1996). Taken together, these results demonstrate that spatial thermal data including 

thermal UAS and ECOSTRESS are able to capture differences between evaporation and 

transpiration that are consistent with direct tree sap flow measurements. 

 

4.3 ECOSTRESS Observations Captured The Diurnal Ecohydrologic Sensitivity Of The 

Ecosystem 

ECOSTRESS observations captured aspects of the seasonal change in diurnal latent heat 

flux and sap flow dynamics. Across seasons, between 12:00 and 15:00, Ta - ECOSTRESS LST 

decreased as a result of both an increase in Ta and a decrease in ECOSTRESS LST over this period 

(Figure 6a; Figure S9). Observed decoupling between air temperature and LST was indicative of 

an increase in evaporative cooling over this time period, most likely due to an increase in 

transpiration. In support of this hypothesis, we also observed a peak in sap flow occurring at 15:00 

across multiple pre-monsoon periods (Figure 6a). Sap flow consistently peaked one hour after the 

peak in latent heat flux, likely due to the time-dependent redistribution of water within the trees 

(Fisher et al., 2007). These results support a growing body of research showing that ECOSTRESS 

LST data can be used to inform transpiration dynamics (Xiao et al., 2021).   

The current study was limited to pre-monsoon periods due to the relatively long revisit 

frequency of the ECOSTRESS instrument and the significant increase in cloud cover during the 

monsoon season (Fisher et al., 2020; N. Liu et al., 2021). These limitations indicate the benefit of 
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a next generation, high spatiotemporal resolution thermal sensor capable of tracking diurnal 

surface temperature dynamics. To address this, NASA’s planned mission for Surface Biology and 

Geology (SBG) is expected to include 5 thermal infrared bands with spectral ranges of 8-12 μm 

and 3-5 μm, 40-60 meters spatial resolution, 1-7 days revisit time, and global coverage (Cawse-

Nicholson et al., 2021). The planned Hydrosat constellation may also be capable of breaking 

through current barriers to provide field-scale TIR and VNIR data multiple times per day (Kevin 

& Scott, 2021). Although geostationary satellites such as GOES-R series have high frequent 

diurnal sampling, coarse spatial resolution (for example, 2 km for TIR bands) produces mixed 

pixels containing plant species or individuals with different diurnal cycles (Xiao et al., 2021). As 

a result, future efforts that fuse SBG, ECOSTRESS, Hydrosat, and/or GOES toward a diurnal LST 

product at high spatial and temporal resolution have the potential to significantly improve current 

understanding of vegetation ecohydrologic function and water stress dynamics across global 

ecosystems (M. C. Anderson et al., 2011; M. C. Anderson et al., 2021; Smith et al., 2019). 

5 Conclusions 

In this study, we used a thermal UAS over a semiarid mixed conifer forest site in 

conjunction with eddy covariance, tree sap flow, photochemical reflectance index (PRI), and 

ECOSTRESS satellite imagery data to assess diurnal vegetation water stress. The relationship 

between Tc and Ta varied significantly according to tree density and tree height classes, with taller 

and denser tree stands exhibiting relatively low |Tc-Ta| (2.4 and 2.1 °C cooler canopies, 

respectively) compared to shorter and lower density stands (1.7 and 1.5 °C cooler canopies, 

respectively). Considering the entire study area and all flights, Tc was 1.8 °C lower than Ta, which 

was comparable to previously reported deviations between Tc and Ta of 1 to 2°C. Both UAS 

canopy temperature and ECOSTRESS LST-based measurements captured sap flow and PRI 

dynamics, and indicated significant photosynthetic activity and evaporative cooling throughout the 

winter. In contrast to eddy covariance measurements that do not provide direct partitioning of 

evaporation and transpiration, spatial thermal data including from UAS- and space-borne 

platforms (ECOSTRESS) reflected this partitioning and were consistent with sap flow. This study 

contributes to a better understanding of how vegetation functional traits, types, and composition 

combine to influence vegetation water stress, toward improved estimates of ecosystem function 

over space and time. 
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Supporting Information  

Flux Tower Diurnal Vegetation Water Stress 

To assess the potential for diurnal vegetation water stress at the site, a suite of 7-day 

average micrometeorological variables centered on November 14 (our flight day) is shown in 

Figure S1. Stomatal response at approximately noontime was captured by Net Ecosystem 

Exchange (NEE), Latent Heat flux (LE), Sensible heat turbulent flux (H), Ecosystem Respiration 

(Reco), and Gross Primary Productivity (GPP). In particular, the deviation between Ta and Tc that 

was demonstrated by the thermal UAS (Figure S1c and e) is justified by flux tower LE (Figure 

S1). High LE from 12:00 to 15:00 corresponds to canopy cooling (i.e., Tc) when Ta was still 

increasing. This result is supported by Reicosky et al. (1980) who reported that a 40–70 % decrease 

in LE can be associated with a 4–5 °C increase in Tc. However, high GPP and NEE in the afternoon 

indicate canopy activity despite some level of midday stomatal closure. Analysis of the 7-day sub-

daily micrometeorology indicated high correlation (> 0.8) between GPP, NEE, Rg, LE, and VPD 

during the daytime (Figure S7-8). 
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Figure S1. Seven-day averages of the US-MtB eddy covariance tower data (Nov. 11, 2020-

Nov 17, 2020). NEE: Net Ecosystem Exchange (µmolCO2 m-2 s-1), LE: Latent Heat flux (W 

m-2), H: Sensible heat flux (W m-2), Rg: Radiation(W m-2), Tair: Air Temperature (oC), RH: 

Relative Humidity (%), Ustar: Friction velocity (m s-1), VPD: Vapor Pressure Deficit (hPa), 

PPFD: Photosynthetic photon flux density (µmolPhoton m-2 s-1), Reco: Ecosystem 

Respiration (µmolCO2 m-2 s-1), GPP: Gross Primary Productivity (µmolCO2 m-2 s-1), PotRad: 

Potential Radiation (W m-2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The long-term diurnal average of the air temperature, latent heat flux, and vapor pressure 

deficit is demonstrated in Figure S2. The variables were averaged in 5 seasons including winter 

(Nov - Feb), spring (Mar - Apr), Pre-monsoon (May - Jun), Monsoon (Jul - Aug), and Fall (Sep - 

Oct). Distinct seasonal patterns are observed in the diurnal dynamics of the variables. For instance, 

daytime air temperatures were comparable in the monsoon and pre-monsoon seasons, but 

nighttime air temperatures typically remained above 15 °C during the monsoon (Figure S2a). 

These differences were also seen in the Fall season. The nighttime Ta in Fall and pre-monsoon 

seasons are very close but the daytime temperatures in the pre-monsoon season are much higher 

than the Fall season. This nighttime cooling in the pre-monsoon season can be due to net longwave 

cooling considering the relatively clear and dry atmospheric conditions in pre-monsoon time 

(Knowles, Scott, Minor, et al., 2020). The average nighttime winter air temperature remained 

above freezing at 3 °C. The VPD peaked during the pre-monsoon season which is the driest season 

in the study area (Figure S2c) but Latent Heat flux (LE) was significantly higher in the monsoon 

season compared to any other season due to the co-occurrence of available energy and water 

(Figure S2b). The differences in nighttime LE in the seasons were not that significant but their 

daytime LE was much distinct. The noontime was the peak of the LE in all seasons. Interestingly, 

the LE has its common diurnal pattern even in winter. This finding has been supported by Knowles, 

Scott, Minor, et al. (2020) that observed winter specifically accounted for 19% of total annual GPP 

despite a mean daytime high temperature of only 6 °C in the study site. This is in contrast with 

previous studies that showed winter dormancy for higher elevation evergreen forests (Biederman 

et al., 2017; Havranek & Tranquillini, 1995). While the UAS flights were on Nov 14, this level of 

wintertime activity assured us to observe some diurnal features anytime.  
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Figure S2. Long-term average diurnal flucuations of (a) air temperature, (b) latent heat flux, and (c) vapor 

pressure deficit, over US-MtB eddy covariance site (2010-2019) 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure S3. Launching and landing points of the UAS flights on November 14, 2020. 
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Figure S4. UAS flight plans for the November 14, 2020 flights. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure S5. Optical and thermal sensor coverage and images. 

 

We found that the RGB 3D point clouds generated utilizing the UAS flights on October 

29, 2020, and November 14, 2020 captured the structure of flux tower scaffolding, but the Lidar 

data did not (Figure S4). The canopy geometry was also more clearly visible in the UAS point 

clouds compared to the Lidar point cloud. This finding is supported by previous studies that found 

UAS-based images have a higher capability to capture the top of the canopy compared to Lidar 

(C. Jin et al., 2020; Michael et al., 2019; Roşca et al., 2018). Considering the tall trees at the site 

(i.e., 10-30 m height) and their wide, high-density crowns, UAS-based sensors were not able to 

fully characterize the bottom of the canopy. 
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Figure S6. 3D RGB view of (a) the UAS flight on October 29, 2020, (b) the UAS flight on 

November 14, 2020, and (c) Lidar data from 2019. 
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Figure S7. Scatterplots of seven-day flux tower data over the US-MtB eddy covariance site 

between November 11 and November 17, 2020. NEE: Net Ecosystem Exchange (µmolCO2 m-

2 s-1), LE: Latent Heat flux (W m-2), H: Sensible heat flux (W m-2), Rg: Radiation(W m-2), 

Tair: Air Temperature (oC), RH: Relative Humidity (%), Ustar: Friction velocity (m s-1), 

VPD: Vapor Pressure Deficit (hPa), PPFD: Photosynthetic photon flux density (µmolPhoton 

m-2 s-1), Reco: Ecosystem Respiration (µmolCO2 m-2 s-1), GPP: Gross Primary Productivity 

(µmolCO2 m-2 s-1), PotRad: Potential Radiation (W m-2). 
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Figure S8. Correlation matrix of seven-day flux tower data at the US-MtB eddy covariance 

site between November 11 and November 17, 2020. NEE: Net Ecosystem Exchange 

(µmolCO2 m-2 s-1), LE: Latent Heat flux (W m-2), H: Sensible heat flux (W m-2), Rg: 

Radiation(W m-2), Tair: Air Temperature (oC), RH: Relative Humidity (%), Ustar: Friction 

velocity (m s-1), VPD: Vapor Pressure Deficit (hPa), PPFD: Photosynthetic photon flux 

density (µmolPhoton m-2 s-1), Reco: Ecosystem Respiration (µmolCO2 m-2 s-1), GPP: Gross 

Primary Productivity (µmolCO2 m-2 s-1), PotRad: Potential Radiation (W m-2). 
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Figure S9. (a) ECOSTRESS sub-daily land surface temperature (LST) at the US-MtB eddy 

covariance site. (b) Diurnal ECOSTRESS LST changes as a function of season at US-MtB 

between July 2018 and February 2021. (c) Air temperature as a function of season at US-

MtB between July 2018 and February 2021. 
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Figure S10. (a) Study area around the US-MtB flux tower for regional analysis of 

ECOSTRESS, (b) ECOSTRESS LST of 2020/11/28 14:43:22 MST, (c) USDA NASS 

Cropland Data Layers in 2020 (d) USGS Digital Elevation Model (DEM), and (e) USGS slope 
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Figure S11. (a) ECOSTRESS LST in various land covers, (b) ECOSTRESS LST in various 

elevation classes, and (c) ECOSTRESS LST in various slope classes over US-MtB study area 

(2020/11/28 14:43:22 MST)  
 

 


